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Frost with fall- ing temperature may be
expected
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TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

GIANTS' PITCHERS FROM THE

Doyle was out on a high! fly to
Strunk. Fletcher got a single by Bar-ifor New York's first hit. Fletcher
was
out stealing, Schang to Collins.
TO
Fletcher was caught at least ten foot
off the bag.
No runs, one hit no
errors.
Second Inning
Philadelphia Mclnnes fouled off
the first pitched ball. Mclnnes out,"
LEAD Herzog to Merkle. Strunk fanned,
being unable to solve Marquard's puzzling shoots. Barry went out, Fletcher to Merkle. No riiBS, "no hits, no
errors.
New York Bender employed a wide
outshoot and a high fast one. Burns
fanned after having three balls and
one strike called. Bender shot over
two curves on Burns for strikes, sending the New York batsman back to
the bench. Herzog went out on a
grounder to Mclnnis, who retired the
runner at the bag. Murray singled
BAKER AGAIN HERO OF THE STRUGGLE OF TITANS to left and would have taken second,
but Oldring's- quick fielding and throw
drove him .back to first with Meyers
at the bat. It was Indian against InThird Baseman From City of Brotherly Love Hammers Out Third dian. Meyers filed to Oldring. No
runs, one hit, no errors.
Home Run In World's Scries Games Bender, Who Occupied
y

FINAL SCORE IS 6

NEl'l

VOI

10

BEING

4,

UHLE

OVERCOME EAHLY

Both Teams Make Equal Number of Hits,
Eleven Binges Bein Gathered

j

Off Pitchers

Box for the Athletics, Was Hit Freely But Was Steady at
All Tims Good Fielding Enables Him to Win the
Game Easily

Third Inning

Philadelphia Openiils the third
Penan? was out on a high! fly to Burns,
Tlio crowd gave the Indian, Bender,
a big" hand wneir lie came to ine
The chief went out, Fletcher
plate.
t
to Merkle.
Fletcher made a poor
Ihrow, but Merkle speared the ball.
""
Murphy got a Texas leaguer to center
WORLD'S BASEBALL SERIES OF FORMER YEARS
which Shafer could not get near. Muf
1884 Providence, National league, won; Metropolitans,
'
was forced at second when Fletphy
Association.
cher
took Oldring's
grounder and
1885 Chicago National league, wort; St Louis, A. A.
touched second base. No runs, one
188G
St. Louis, A. A,., won; Chicago National.
hit, no errors.
Seventh Inning
1887 Detroit, National, won; St. Louis, A. A.
New York Merkle sent up a high
Philadelphia Bender ianued. Murfeu! near the right field stand, but
X888New York, National, won; St. Louis, A. A.
Cran-dall'neither Mclinnis nor Murphy could phy went out, Doyle to Merkle.
1SS9 New York, National, won; Brooklyn, A. A.
round-houscurves
seemed
big
get near it. Merkle got an infield
1890 Brooklyn, National, won; Louisville,' A. A.
Old- hit, which Barry could not field in to worry the Athletic batters.
National.
to
won;
iinei
on
a
hard
1893 Boston, American,
Pittsburgh,
time to catch the runner at first. ring went out
no
errors.
no
No
American.
Shafer.
hits,
runs,
Mc-1905 New York, National, won; Philadelphia,
Marquard sacrificed, Collins to
New York Crandall went out, BarInnis.
With one out and a man on
1906 Chicago, American, won; Chicago, National.
his first
second, the New York crowd kept up ry to Mclnnes. Shafer got
1907 Chicago, National, won; Detroit, American.
for a
over
a
second
liner
base,
hit,
out
went
a constant cheering.
Shafer
1908 Chicago, National, won; Detroit, American.
on a fly to Strunk. Merkle scored on single. Doyle singled to right, Shafer
1909 Pittsburgh, National, won; Detroit, American.
It was a hit and run
Doyle's single to right.'" The crowd taking third.
A double
1910 Philadelphia, American, won; Chicago, National.
was in a frenzy.
Fletcher "filed to play beautifully worked.
for
chances
Giants'
killed
the
National.
One run. two hits, no er- play
1911 Philadelphia, American, won; New York,
Murphy.
B'letcher's
took
groundscoring.
Barry
rors.
1912 Boston,. American, won; New York, National.
er and tossed it to Collins, forcing
Fourth Inning
Collins then threw out FletchDoyle.
a
sent
long!
Philadelphia Collins
erdrive to the center field fence fori er at first. No runs, two hits, no
rors.
th'i e bases. It was the first bnllj
Eighth tinning
was 36,921; total receipts $75,255. Of pi'rhed
Polo Grounds, New York, Oct. 7
With Baker at the bat the
Philadelphia Collins beat out a
The Philadelphia Athletics overcame this sum the national commission re- Philadelphia fans cheered to the echo,
the New York Giants by a score of G ceives $7,525, the clubs $13,546 each Palter fouled the ball. Collins scored bunt, neither Crandall nor Merkle
to 4 in the first game o the world's and the players $40,638.
en Faker's infield hit, flbich Doyle reaching tne ball before Collins had
;
Rain
of
For
Hints
series
here today.
was barely able to knock down ivith slid into the bag. It was Collins'
championship
third hit. Baker singled to left, Colthere!
which
saw
the
from
battle,
clouds,
thousand
;,!oved hand.
persons
Murky
ty
lins going to third. Collins scored on
New
to
Mclnnis
came an occasional drizzle, screened;
In which hard hitting featured.
sacrificed, Marquard
Yor kused three pitchers in the box the sun, and there was a constant Merkle. Baker was out at third when Mclnnes' double ttTleTt. Baker was
held at third. The Athletics' canYork used there pitchers in the box theat of heavy weather.
Marquard speared Strunk's grounder
was too much for Crandall,
nonading
outside
doubled
to
hit
First
but,
was
and
thew
Bender
hard,
Herzog.
Inning
Bf.rry
,
line,
sending and Tesreau went into the box. Strunk
of the fifth inning, managed to keep
Philadelphia John Brush Hempt-sted- down the left field
the young son of the late John Strunk to third. Strunk and Barry! fanned on three pitched balls. Baker
the Giants' hits scattered. Baker
atwas again a hero at the bat, driving T. Brush, president of the Giants, scored on Sohnng's three base hit.) was caught at the plate on .an
was
The
steal.
semis-.play
delayed
i
world's
was
a
tempted
thew out the ball and the
It looked to many as if Shafer
out three hits, one of which
Mclnto Doyle to Meyers.
terrific home run drive, into the stand, ries battle was on.
judged the boll.. He leiped int4. Th? Meyers,
on a
out
went
nis
third.
took
MurBarry
air while 'running backward, but the
which scored Collins aliead of him.
Murphy flew out to Murray.
One
to
three
Doyle.
run,
pop
and
fly
clear
wide
ball
throw
le
went
ball
a
the
first
smashed
his
was
finders
thronh
pitched
The only misplay
phy
Old- - the center
field
fence. Marquard; hits, no errors.
by Barry. The teams will meet at Marquard shot a strike over to
New York Burns went out, Ba ker
on
the
to
Bender.'
weather
Three runs, four
threw out.
Shibe Park tomorrow, the
rin. Oldring singled right
in "!VTrTrm1ci ' Merzocr wpnf nnt Pnlttnq
Mer- - hits, no errors.
and
ball
fcecond
between
Doyle
.'
permitting.
New York Burns doubled, along the to Mclnnes. Murray scratched an
ide. Marquard tried to catch Oldnug
Big Crowd Present Early
was
now misting.
It
Some 40,000
persons filled the; at first, but could not quite get him. left f'eld line. Herzog sent a ball to infield single.
broad reaches of the big Brush stadi- - The New York pitcher used plenty ward third which was foul only by
(Continued on Page Five.)
urn this afternoon to wi "ss the f speed and kept the hall around a few inches. Burns was causht out
s
Oldring was 'on tbf line when Bender took
New York, Giants, pennant winners of the Athletics' knees.
the National league, do battle with cs'usht off first by a quick throw
grounder and tossed it to Bathe Philadelphia Athletics, leaders of by Marquard to Merkle. Collins sin- ker, who threw to Collins, who re-- i
the American league, in the first game gled sharply to center after having turned the ball to Baker for the put-- i
TODAY IN COMGRES3
of the world's baseball series.
two strikes called on him. The crowd out. Herzog went to second on the
A record attendance was indicated gave Home Run Baker a big cheer as play.
Muray was a strikeout victim,
for the turnstiles were still merrily he came to hat. Baker flied out to going out on thee straight,, strikes,
Washington, Oct. 7. Senate: Senaclicking at noon and elevated trains, Burns. No runs, two hits, no errors. j Meyers flied out to Oldring. No runs,
tor Hoke Smith gSve no'Fice he would
New York Bender grinned as Sha- .one hit, no errors.
traction cars, automobiles and all
Fifth Inning
manner of conveyances were bringing fer came to bat, and shot a wide
press his bill for a federal system
out of agricultural extension work.
their hundreds to the playing field. curve which was close to Shafer's
Philadelphia Murphy went
House: Democratic leaders were
Over back of the Athletics' dugout knees. It was a ball. The next one bunting, Marquard to Merkle. Marwere several hundred Philadelphia was a strike. Bender had good speed quard took Oldring's - bounder and confronted with the problem of holdenthusiasts.
which was difficult to follow in the threw the batter out at first. Mar- ing a quorum" during the consideration
and gave of the deficiency bill.
Total paid attendance at the game dark day. Shafer flied out to Mur- - quard became unsteady
.
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HIE SPENCER TOfiGETlDAUAGING STORY

OF

NOT

A

ABOUT--

SPEEDY

i

and the Athletic players patted Baker on the back. Bats were thrown
into the air and the Athletics threw
their caps into the air and cheered.
Mclnnis flied out to Fletcher. Two
runs, one hit, no errors.
New York Merkle sent at hot liner
over second for a single. McCormick
McCormick
batted for Marquard.
singled to center, Merkle being held
at second. Shafer went out, Collins
to Mclnnis, Merkle going to "third
to second. Merkle
and MoCormick
took Doyle's
scored when Barry
grounder and threw wild to first. McCormick went to third. McCormick
scored on Fletcher's single, which
bounced off Bender's leg into right
field. Doyle took third on the play
Doyle scored when Baker took Burns'
bounder and thew out Fletcher at
second. Collins took the throw. Her
zog flied out to Collins. Three runs,
three hits, one error.
Sixth Inning
Philadelphia Crandall went into
the box for New York. Each side
had made eight hits. Strunk flied to
After having two strikes on
Shafer.
Barry, Crandall gave the batter ttiret
balls. Barry went out on a long fly
to Shafer. It was very dark and diftha
ficult for the batters to follow
course of the ball. Schang went o':tt
on a fly to Burns. No runs, not hits,
no errors.
s
New York Murray went out,
:vle. era went oat
to Mclnnis.
'
when Bender loc'SVche- Chief roller
ouVat first. Merkle
aim
and threw
struck at what yas apparently a
third strike and Schang dropped the
ball. The Giants claim mat Schang
interefered with Merkle. Merkle ran
to first and after there was a long
argument the batter was declared out
on strikes by Umpire Klem. No runs,
,.
no hits, no errors.
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PICT1E

SULZER

ROSEATE

TRIAL

IS TOLD

LIND HEARS REPORT OF MEXICAN
EMBASSY IN REPUBLIC'S
CAPITAL

MURDERER
OF MRS REXROAT
WILL NOT WAIT LONG FOR

ALLAN A. RYAN SAVS GOVERNOR

Pandemonium broke loose when the
ball fell in the 4eep right field stand

phy.
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BOX AND HIT A THIRD HARD
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three balls to Collins before pitching
a strike. Collins walked and stole
second. Collins and Baker scored on
Baker's home run. It was a longer
drive than Baker made when he made
his famous home run two years ago
on the Polo grounds and tied v the

0
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ELECTIONS

JUSTICE
HIS

ARE TO BE HELD

THERE

HUERTA

AMERICANS
ASSURED
THAT THE MOST POPULAR
MAN WILL WIN

SOLDIERS

ALL WOUNDED

SUBSTANTIATED

IS NO

DOUBT

SENT

THE HE

IN

LOOKING

EXECUTE

FOR

A

A

MAN

MURFHY

TO

dSO ENDEAVORED TO GET
SENATOR'S

MINDS OF THE POLICE THAT
HE KILLED HER

TALES CF CRUEL ATROCITIES
FEDERAL

STGRY

TRIED TO ENLIST TAMMANY SUPPORT

'

REPUBLICAN

ASSISTANCE

NEGEO TESTIMONY

IS

ADMITTED

IN
CHICAGO OFFICERS ARE ON THE COURT,
SECRET SESSION.
VOTES TO RESCIND ITS ORTRACK OF MISS LEEGSON'S
SLAYER
DER OF MONDAY

FEDERALS

WHO ARE CAUGHT

Vera Cruz, Oct. 7. A report on affairs at the capital brought by Nelson
O'Shaughnessy, charge d'affalrs at
the American embassy la Mexico City,
was laid before. John Lind, the perof President
sonal
representative
Wilson in an overnight conference.
It was said he brought no. roseate picture of conditions, but reported assur- ances from the national palace that
fair elections would be held and early
pacificiation of trie country accom-

Chicago, Oct. 7 A speedy trial for
the murder- - of Mrs. Mildred Allison-Rexroon September 25, was
Henry Spencer, whose confessions to 20 murders, woven by an
d
brain, dumfounded the

Albany, N. Y., Oct. - 7. Governor
Sulzer attempted to secure the influence of Charles F. Murphy to stop
the trial of his impeachment and in
return therefor said he was "willing
to do whatever was right," according
to the testimony of Allan A. Ryan
police.
His admission of the Rexroat at the trial today.
The testimony was given after the
He is known
crime is substantiated.
to have committed many of the large court, by a secret vote of 41 to 1 denumber of burglaries he has confess- cided to admit in the record Ryau's
This was
ed to, and there is a possibility that testimony of yesterday.
plished.
he may have slain Mrs. Annabel that Governor Sulzer had asked him
Mr. O'Shaughnessy returned direct- Wright last December.
to Bee Senator Root and request him
to induce State Chairman
William
ly to the capital, accompanied by his
a
for
Negro
Looking
wife, who had just returned from Eu
Acting on information by a man Barnes to influence the republican
rope. Mr. Lind will remain in vera who saw Miss Ida Leegson walking votes of the members oi the court to
Cruz.' Unless 'hfvited by the Mexiaan west in West Seventy-Heveftt- h
street declare the impeachment proeeedin
government or instructea by Presi- at 6 o'clock Saturday evening accom- iiieg.il uecuusa luey vie uruugiu timdent Wilson, he will have no direct panied by a negro, instructions were ing an extraordinary session of the
,
communication with the Mexican ad- given the police to day as follows:
legislature.
ministration. If he has any repreThe admission of this testimony,
"Arest for vmurdcr and robbery a
sentations to make he probably will copper-skinnenegro, five feet, 11 in- yesterday stricken from record, opencommunicate them to the embassy.
ches or six feet tall, weighing be- ed the doors to Ryan's story of the
Indicat'ons are, however that there tween 180 and 190 pounds. Well dess- - governor's alleged attempt to make
will be no further communicatious, ed, square shoulders, erect carriage. peace with Tammany hail on the eve
either direct or indirect.
Wore black soft hat and gray coat." of his trial. Ryan said that sluUcr
A number of mining men who arasked him to see DeLancy Nicoll, his
father's attorney, and request him to
rived here today from the state of
see Murphy.
Durango, assert that the federal
"lie wanted me," the witness sa'.d.
troops there, in pursuance of the in- - STIIEEES SliOOT
"to have Mr. Nicoll sway Mr. Murphy
structions to federal soldiers, have
to caH off this inquiry by getting his
ki1e(i ajj wolmded rebels and that one
; HEN STILL
man was dragged from a hospital im- following to vote that the assembly
had no right to impeach him. He said
mediately after one of his legs had
Mr. Nicoll could be the
been amputated, placed before a firTWO MINERS ARE BEATEN AMD and
that he (Sulzer) was ready to do
ing squad and executed.
HELD AS PRISONERS AT
whatever was right."
LUDLOW, COL.
Tire groundwork for the defense of
,. Piedras Negras Falls
Governor Sulzer was to be laid today
Easlo Pass, Tex., Cct. 7. Fcdsrcl
Trinidad, Col., Oct. 7 Frank Kares, by Louis A.
Sareeky, formerly Sulzer's
troops captured the constitutionalist who with his
brother, JSrla Kares, was
secretary, and expected to
campaign
Negras,
provisional capital, Piedras
from
to
nave
been dragged,
be the day's first witness at the imthis afternoon, without firing a shot. reported
a buggy ty striking miners at LudThe constitutionalists had abandoned
peachment trial.
low Sunday night and beaten, ia still
In outlining the defense yesterday
the city.
being held a prisoner at the Ludlow former Senator Harvey D. HInmart
camp, according to Undersheriff Zeke told how the
hi
governor turned
Martin, who, with Deputy District At- campaign funds over to his
torney D. M. Ralston, today Investi- and trusted him to
UNCONTP.OLLABLE
"keep them,
and asgated the Teported hold-ustraight.
sault.
executive sesDESIRE TO yURDEIl Gregoilo Peluzo, an Italian coal sionThe court, anafter anvoted
ta retail
hour,
lasting
miner at Hastings, reported this morn- in the
the testimony oi Allan
record
ing that he had been taken out of the A. Ryan regarding Governor Sulzer'a
CONBURR
NEGRO,
HARRIS,
Hastings hack at Ludlow late yester- alleged attempt to bring pressure to
FESSES TO KILLING TWO
day by strikers and held prisoner at bear on republican senators to TotWOMEN
the Ludlow miners' camp over night.
that his impeachment was Illegal.
Twelve company employes of HastRyan was then recalled to tha statu!
Burr
San Diego, Cal., Oct.
ings, who, in a wagon, went to Lud- and asked what further
r 'wu
a negro, who last night confessed low last night to meet the C. & S.
v
t
f
he
with
had
the
governor
of
Mrs.
of
Rebecca
murder
Gay
the
!train f(jr a shipment of express, s
casion of the lafter's request tnat hiv
Angeles, told detectives today he'porte( this 'morning that they had
also killed Mrs. M. Haskins of Comp-ton- , been intercepted by strikers on the see Root.
T suggested to Mr. S ' r t' 1 i
Cut., 'Some time ago, set the Coi road Some, that, they succeeded in
'
i
certain charges t.Pl
that
B
An&eles on fire getting-awonado hoteI in
'by driving a round-abou- t
V
not
t
I
did
fop
and sent poisoned candy to a woman way and that the strikers fired upon against him,
could afford to put hivsisrlf la a r i
in Lob Angeles
them.
t:on in wnicti lie eouid not aiSKt t
Harris told the police he had ab
1
charges. lie said. that thr re
solutely iio reason for the murder of
n
d
not
did
want
L
to
he
CC
that
EVICTS
ARE
CAUGH3
was
two
He
women.
claims he
the
Santa Fe, Oct. 7. Warden .John B. into the situation and fit 1 actuated by an uncontrolable desire'
of the state penitentiary, at stand.
McManus
to kill. The negro was acquitted
r.
"I told him I would not
when tried for the murder of Mrs. the head of posse in an nutomoMU,
t
; v
the
I
effected
c;tpwould
but,
afternoon
Washington,
try
yesterday
t i
' i
iture of H. C. Dcvore, the convict who. :!! ain the republican
with Del Rexford, escaped from the f' e question wlifJher t o r
SALE E IN THE BOX
prison Sunday afternoon. The cap- - a riht to impeach him.'
7.
...
Sallee and Wingo tore of Devore was made
St. Louis Oct.
"U lint nil of tho
,
r
t
o si
for the St. Louis Nationals, and Weil-ma- afternoon about 4 o'clock m u i in
' l
i it the tu 1
n t i
and.Agnew for the local Ameri- Devore did cot heed the co i m n d to
i
cans were the batteries selected, for surrender until he had beei h t a' n
i
pi
'
t
t
today's opening game of the Eeries several times. Rexford wa. t i i ht i th- - - tu it mi
i
that will decide wTiica c the two few hours following the dann 1 i'
fi '
in te '
tall-env
i
major league teams is the for liberty made by the two pi un ? inn to s ' n
worse. The game was to' be called at Both are now again within tie
i
P
Ch
3 o'clock.
fines of the penitentiary.
In I i i
today-promise-

opium-cloude-

d

hi

Mill

.

sec-retar-
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that subject. Now, the famous re
port of Victor Cousin on public education in Prussia had fallen into the
ESTABLISHED 1879.
bands of the first superintendent of
public instruction in Michigan, who
was a neighbor of Mr. Crary, and It
Published By
CO.
formed the topic of much discussion
PUBLISHING
OPTIC
THZ
between them. The result was the
(Incorporated.)
idea of a state system, of schools vith
a university at Its head.
EDITOR
M. PADGETT
But what, one asks, Was bound to
become of German educational Ideals WOMEN'S CLUBS FROM ALL OVER
THE STATE SENT
ran u against a set of
when

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

7,

1913.
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FEDERATION

HAS

BEGUN SESS
IN SANTA

FE

STYLES

AUTHORITATIVE

5

IN WOMEN'S

SUITS, GOATS AND DRESSES

they
American lawmakers? Strange as it
lived
Never have the new season's styles been more attractive and desirable nor has such
may appear, in Michigan they
7.
Santa
The
for
Fe, Oct
program
l naa otcasiuu
an excellent variety of popular styles been shown as you will now find in our ready-to-wea- r
to tell the tale.
Entered fct the postoffice at East tc visit the legisluti-rat several the third annual convention of the
ij.
department.
Las V.as, New Meiico, for trauv sessions," writes President Angell, "to New Mexico Federation of Women's
to
the
iy
mark
imparting
every garment,
Exclusiveness, and a distinct individuality,
mission through the HrJted States make known to our commit tees, and clubs which will be held in Santa Fe
(j
the well dressed, women.
which
wearer
7 to October 10, was begun
distinguishes
indefinable
that
October
our
elusive,
quality
mails is tncond class matter.
vlwie
body,
to
the
sometimes
V
exus
an
whole
the
lines
today.
gives
"Wooltex' and "Printzess" earments, together with our other
needs, aid several times
2 p. ni.
at
session
The
first
opened
the
a
visited
offer
university,
to
us
enables
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ceptionally large variety of the season's most stylish garments and
woman's
It, was at the
wish to bear witness to the couitesy Tuesday.
Dally, by Carrier
,
quality that can not be surpassed.
w'ili which I wa-- i jecoivml at Lansing, board of trade where the meeting of
Per Copy
see
what
excellent
and
beautiful
federation
of
of
these
some
garments,
the
Come in and try on
15 and the heary interest in the insti- the executive board
One Week
of the was held. At 4 p. m. the "Council
65 tution which the members
for
value
can
you
your
get
uirney.
One Month
met.
legislature always evinced on their of Fires" advisory board
One Year
8
in
m,
At
more
even
p.
thepalace of the govvisits to us." He speaks
Daily, by Mail
ernors
formal
the
opening of the sesthis
of
relation,
generally
explicitly
One Year
with a series of
will
made
sion
be
BU..k Co.
regarded as not a little hazardous for
Copyright 191 The H.
Bix Months
For the state,
as
follows:
involved:
speeches
institution
Copyright 1911 Tlx H. Bltk Co.
the
"Eastern critics of the system of governor McDonald, for the city,
STOCK
AND
state support of universities have of- President A. B. Renehan, of the counWEEKLY OPTIC
ten assumed that the institutions cil; for the woman's board cf trade,
GROWER
ATTRACTIVE
2.00 would become embarrassed by
being Mrs. Arthur Seligman, president; Tor
Mrs.
1.00
neYeaV
entangled in the controversies of par- the Santa Fe Woman's club,
The new patterns and designs in piece goods are more than
Six Months
represident;
We are showing a large and varied line of the most approved
ty politics. It can be affirmed that LoHu C. Collins,
attractive. We are showing an excellent variety of
ordinarily
such has never been the case In the sponse by Mrs. S. C Nutter, presinumber
a
Fall
in
desirable
and
including
large
Millinery,
styles
SubscripIcaah m Advance for Mail
new and desirable Dress Fabrics in both Silk and Wool. Beautisupport or control this university. dent of the Clovis Woman's club;
of Gage models. These styles are the best from the several
of the
ful textures in all the popular weaves and especially rich colortions.)
W.
J.
Mrs.
president
Fugate,
con
in
been
Different
parties have
orof them
exclusive.
Each
or
and
money
centers
eastern
check
absolutely
the
style
presideliver
will
Remit by draft,
trol in this state during the life of Federation,
ings, make the season's new fabiics especially desirable. Many
we will not
offers the highestjipossible value for the money if you wish a
der. If sent otherwise
But we have fared dent's address.
the institution.
patterns are exclusive and can hot be duplicated. Others are
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ing bishop is of much, interest to tho toilet counter, and prove that your
churchmen. As now provided for by hair is as pretty and soft as any
the contsltution the senior bishop is that it has been neglected or injured
the presiding bishop, and when he by careless treatment that's all
dies the next in rank automatically you surely can have beautiful hair and
succeeds him. The seniority is regu- lots of it if you will just try a little
lated by the date of consecration. Danderine. Adv.
At the last convention an amendment
to the constitution was proposed to
Subscribe for The opitc.
j
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Era
in Core of Skin BIs2cs2
Blew

Professor Budlong's case of eczema than one month." Prof. .C. J, Bullions,
Was known to almost every hospital
South Lyme, Conn.
mid physician of reputation throughout
Ask any drUKgist today for D D. D.
the state of Connecticut His letter ia Prescription.
He'll tell you It allays
another, Interesting demonstration of
the
itch Instantly and soon there are
what Is being accomplished by the
cure.
eigne of
1). D., Prescription.
jfamous specilio
We have handled the remedy for
It may be of interest to you
to know
and regard it as the specific for
that your
preparation, 1. years
skin troubles of all kinds. Come in or
has been of incalPrescription
culable value to me. I was covered
ask us about D. T. IX Prescription,
head to foot when also about D. D. D. soap especially
Jith eczema from
X began using,
your remedies. I could
pet no relief, although I tried a thouWe offer the first full size bottle
sand means. I applied but two boton
guarantee that unless it stops
tles of the Prescription; a cure was the the
itch at once, it coats you Dot a
exacted in a very short time, in less cent.
K. D. GOODALL.
s:

talk. That afternoon tne Rev. H. P.
Williams will speak on "Funeral Directing from the Standpoint of the
.Minister," and "as a Man on the Road
Sees It," will the subject of G. W.
Rjppey of the Colorado casket company. The local undertakers will give
an entertainment at night.
Addresses to be given Wednesday
will be on these subjects: "New Mexico Embalming Statistics and Better
Enforcement of Ouriues," M. II.
Koch
of Tucumcari; "Disinfection
and Prevention of Contagion," Dr. L.
G. Rice; "Interesting Topics to
Prof. Fermier; "The Law
as Applied to Our Profession," Lawrence F. Lee;
Between
Board
and Association How and
Why?" H. O. Strong. Prof. Fermier
will close the day's session with a
lecture.
General routine work will be taken
up Thursday morning by the undertakers. The election will be held then
and a meeting place for next year
will be selected. Professor Fermie"
will lecture again Thursday afternoon.
-
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DUCKS MAY BE HUNTED UNTIL,
DECEMBER 16; OTHER OPEN
PERIODS FOR GAME

The open season for deer with horns
commenced October 1, and will continue to Nevember 15, a period of 45
days. These may be killed with a
gun only, and the limit is one deer a
season to each person.
The wild turkey season will not open until November 1. It lasts to January la.
The grouse season Is still open anj
will not close until November 15.
Avoid Sedative Cough Medicines
The quail season opens November
If J'OU want to contribute directlv
1, and lasts to and including January
to the occurrence of capillary bronchitis and pneumonia use cough medi- 31.
The duck season, and this includes
cines that contain codine, morphine,
heroin and other sedatives when you water fowls of all kinds, is open now
have a cough or cold. An expectorant arid wil continue so until December
like Chamberlain's Cough Remedy 13 16
when it is closed by the new fedwhat is needed. That cleans out the
culture beds or breeding places for eral game law, although the New Mexthe germs of penumonia and other ico Btate law would have allowed duck
germ diseases. That is why. penumo- shooting until March 31.
nia never results from a cold whfm
The dove season "closed September
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is used.
30,
although there is said to be ground
worm
nas.a
wide reputation for its
it
cures. It contains no morphine or for believing that doves are classed
other sedative. For sale by all deal- as migratory birds in the new federal
ers. Adv.
game law, although the secretary of
agriculture has not specified the regIOWA BAPTISTS MEET
ulations governing the hunting ot
Humboldt, Ia., Oct. 7. With dele- these birds. The state game warden
gates representing nearly every Bap has called his attention to this fact
tist church in the northern part of and his reply will be puniished as soon
Iowa in attendance the Northern Iowa as received. The new federal game
Baptist association began its twenty-fourt- law is very brief, and in substance
annual convention here today. gives the secretary of agriculture
The sessions will extend over three
power To" make regulations for the
days and Rev. A. F. Colver of Web protection of aTl migratory game blrd3
ster City, the moderator of the asso and migratory insectivorous birds.
ciation, will be the presiding officer, These regulations have been made and
although the wild pigeon and the dove
are classed as migratory game birds,
A Marvelous Escape
and
"My little boy had a marvelous es in the detailed outline of the open
cape," writes P. F. Bastiams of Prince closed seasons, no mention is made
Albert, Cape of Good Hope. "It oc of their seasons, although the handed
curred in the middle of, the night. He tailed wild pigeon is protected 'by a
got a very severe attack of croup.
season until 1913.
As luck would have it, I had a large year around closed
Tho trout season Is also still open,
bottle of Chamberlain's Cough Rem
After following but will close on October 15.
edy in the house.
the directions for on hour and twenty
minute? he was through all danger." DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
Sold by all dealers. Adv.
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portions
ear. There Is only one way to ir
deafness, and that is by constitrtnn:tl
remedies. Deafness is caused '" an
inflamed condition of the mucov lutTube. When
ing of the Eustachian
g
this tube is inflamed you have a
sound or imperfect hearing, anl
when it is entirely closed, deafness
is the result, and unless the lnflnm-- '
mation can be taken out and this r n
restored to Its normal condition,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing tut an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case cf deafnesn (caused by
catarrh) that cannot he cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circul
ars free.
F. J. CHENEY
CO., Toledo, Ohio.
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and Rheu
matism
wants
The man or woman who
ouick help from backache and rheu
matism, will find it in Foley Kidney
Pills. They act so quickly and with
such good effect that weak, Inactive
kidneys that do not keep the blood
clean and free of impurities, are tonto healthy
ed up and strengthened
vigorous action. Good results follow
Quick

Help

to Backache

'

Sold by

NEW PRESIDENT INAUGURATED
Pa., Oct. 7 In the
Collegeville,

This

f you us 2
.empress
) -i-

f

X

FLOUR
j

s giving you
a present for do
SOmefhir--

IBP;

I you d do nfiy
j
way when you
J
Icam how Much

ZJeferEMPEESS
FLOUR redh is.
Made by CER-- ;
MAN PROCESS

Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
thev ere an honestly made
medicine that relieves promptly the
suffering due to weak, inactive Moneys and painful bladder action. They
nftop a nnwerfni heln to nature In
building up the true excreting kidney
'ssue in restoring normal action ana
TRY
Moving bladder discomforts.
I'HEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
Drug Store. Adv.
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OBERLIN

Oberlin, O,. Oct. 7. Nearly 250 li
brarians arid assistant librarians from
all sections of the state are in at
tendance at the annual meeting of
the Ohio Library association, which
pened here today for a session to
President
continue until Friday.
will
Oberlin.
of
King
Churchill
Henry
be one of tha principal speakers at
the convention.
Subscribe lor The Optic.

75c.

elegant Rogers'
Spoon

Om-wak-

AT

,

For i Our

presence of many distinguished educators, representing nearly all the
prominent institutions of learning in
e
the east, Prof. George Leslie
was today inaugurated president
of Ursinus college, succeeding Rev.
A. E. Keigwin, D. D. President Om- wake was born at Greencastle, Pa.
July 13, 1871, and received an excel
lent education, preparing himself for
a pedagogical career. He graduated
from the State Normal school at
Pa., In 1893 and then continued his studies at the Mercersburg
academy, Ursinus college and Yale
university. After having graduated
from Yale with flie degree of Bache
lor of Divinity in J901, he became lecturer on education at Ursinus college.
In 1903 he became dean and professor
of history and philosophy of educa
tion and six years later vice president
of Ursinus college.

LIBRARIANS

Drua-gists-

Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation. Adv.

their use promptly. 0. G. Schaefer
and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

HIO

r.

Tt Is a pity mire women (in not know of
ilt-rMother'8 Frieud.
is a remrily that softens
Ibe luuHi.'k'a, enables Uiem to expand without
any- fiU'Hln
oou the ligaments and euahlea
women to fro through maternity without pain,
or any of the dreaded
nausea, luorntni?
symptoms so familiar to many mothers.
There 1h no foolish (Hot to harasa the mind.
The tuouphta do not dwell Uion pain and uf-Thousands o
jennic, lor an aui!o are avoided.
women no longer resign themselves to tin
thought that aleknewa and distress are natural J
'lfiey Know oetter, lor in Mother s Friend the:
have found a wonderful. pmietratlnK remedy t
Ijanlsh all those dreaded eMa'rienees.
It is a sublfc.-'- every woman should he ramiliar with, and evn though ala may not require
imk-a remeoy, t ,e win now and then meet
some prospeetlve
mother to whom a word ia
time anout Mother s Friend will eoine as a wonderful Wesslnt.
This famous remedy Is soldi
anu is only
ny an
l.oo a bottle..
external use onty. and is really wortta
It Ih formus'ists,
to the Brad.
its welKht In gold. Write
field
Cp.. 127 Lanutr .Idy., Atlanta,.
mok..
ua., lor a most vuiuuu

end of the weekj
The sheep sanitary board will meet
Tuesday morning in the otfices of R.
H. Crews, secretary, in the First National bank building. Mr. Crews has
announced that all sheep men who
will be in Albuquerque then are Invited to attend. The cattle sanitary
board will meet Wednesday morning
in the Korber building.
Cattlemen
who are in the city also probably will
meet with the board.
The state prahmacy board met on
Monday morning in the N. T. Armijo
building and the State Pharmaceutical
association will meet Wednesday at
the Commercial ciub.

DEE

THE M'GREEVYS AT THE DUNCAN TONIGHT

of

4

semi-annu-

The Knights of Pythias grand lodge
will convene at 10 o'clock tomorrow
The Knights will be here
morning.
tomorrow, Tuesday and Wednesday
That is as long as they will be occupied with lodge affairs, but few of
the delegates, if any, it is believed,
will return to their homes before the

'
MR. AND MRS. JACK

McGREEVEY,

VAUDEVILLE

ARTIST'S

Final arrangements for the enter- - in- - will be .Mr. and Airs. Jack Me- - Cfcuiles O'Mttlley will play a violin
taiumeut that is to be given at thelieevey in their vaudeville skit. Mr.'i solo accompanied by Mrs. Mabel Hall.
Duiwan opera house tonight under and Mrs' McGreevey are among the land there will be only one pcrform- foremost artists on the vaudeville and theer will be only one perform
the auspices of the Catholic ladies
stage today and the skit that is to ance. The price of admission has
were perfected this morning and an be given tonight doubtless will :please btaen
placed at 25 cents. A large auexcellent program has been prepared. a large audience. In
addition, the dience is expected to attend this exThe main attraction of the even- - O'Malley sextette will play and Mrs. cellent entertainment.
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Wesner; fourth prize,

prize'," $3, C. W.

CAMPERS

11

cent

DP

7,

1913.

lower to a shade up.

ening

After

YVk cent the market

hard-

fell

F. Baca,
DAY
Vi to
tack. The close was firm,
Bent tliree pounds butter. Miss Mai
Vs. cent.
'
bel Getz, first prize, $2.50.
cables
Fine weather and lower
Minerals Department E.
I
cased corn, prices opened unchanged
Best display minerals, Margarito
to Yi cent off, rallied a trifle and then
Romero, first prize, $5.
declined, with December leading the
Live Stock Department F.
down turn. ' The close was firm Yj.
AT
Best registered bull, any breed,
to Yi
above last night.
r
John Hartman, first prize, $10;
The opening in lots, which was a
Baca.
$5,
Joe
prize,
NUMBER OF VACA- - sixteenth lower to & line advance,
Rest beef stock, A. E. Baca, first SOLEMN SERVICES WILL BE HELD INCREASED
MAKES
COMMITTEE
GENERAL
"
was followed by a fractional rise, but
IN
SATURDAY
TIONISTS
TEMPLE
MAKES
PROBLEM
$10.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
.
. .
OF DECI.
prize,
later the market sagged with com.
MONTEFIORE
FOR
GOVERNMENT
Best dairy hull, Jacob Regehr, first
SIONS OF JUDGES
carried
Weakness at the yards
AT
prizi $ifl; second prize, $5, Fred Cor-bet-t.
and particularly
down
6 o'clock Friday
at
The
number
who
provisions,
of
Beginning
persons
spend
comThe final report of the general
and continuing for 24 hours the their summer vacations, within the lard. First sales were a shade to 10
Best dairy cow, Mrs. F. A. Boone,
mittee of the San Miguel County
Jewish
people of Las Vegas will ob national forests is growing so rapid- - cents off, and a further setback took
first
Fair association was made yesterday
prize, $10; second prize, $5, Fred
serve
the
day of atonement. The ad- ly, says the forest service, that the'Place- afternoon and the list of the winners CorbeH'.of
herents
the old Hebrew faith will question of providing suitable pastur-- j
Horses Department F.
cf the prizes at the exhibition held
observe the occasion by attending age for their saddle and pack anl-NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
M.
II.
Best
The
was
announced.
horse,
week
prizes
Northrup.
driving
last
services Friday evening and Saturday mals is becoming a problem. CampNew York, Oct 7. A pause in the
were all mailed yesterday afternoon first prize, $6 second prize, $2.50, H.
and afternoon at Temple ers naturally seek the spots where liquidation of iron and steel stocks
morning
R.
contenders.
successful
Ronker,,
to the various
All stores of. Jewish water is close at hand and where which had been in force for nearly a
Montefoire.
The following 5s the list of awards s .Best reentered draft stallion, S. F.
merchants will be closed
until 6 horse feed is abundant, in the hope week gave the market a better tone
as made and compiled "by the Judges Hemler, first prize, $5; second prize,
and
o'clock
they that their stock will not be tempted today. The buying came principally
evening,
Saturday
$2.50, J. I). Concidine.
of the various departments:
1
and
will
families
their
fast.
to steal away in the night in search from
Best registered
shorts, whose profits on the reGrain Department A
driving stallion,
of
more tempting pasturage. In or- cent slump were large enough for
Friday evening at 8 o"clock the
Best sheaf white oats, S. L. Barker, Lorenzo .Delgado,- first prize, $7.50.
Best yearling colt, J. D. Concidine, services at the temple will consist of der to provide such spots the forest prompt retirement of their contracts.
first prize, $5; second prize, $2.50, K
a partially choral service. Dr Jacob service must set aside limited areas
Little energy was exerted on the
first prize, $5.
II. Turner.
Best team draft horses, S. F. Hem- Landau, spiritual director of Temple from which sheep and cattle are ex- long side of the market and then upBest Eheaf dry farmed white oafs,
im- cluded.
ward movements of the morning failler, first prize, $3 ) second prize, $2.50, Montefoire, will preach the most
Henry Davidhizer, first prize, $2.50.
In many instances, particularly in ed to give an impression of underportant sermon of the year. His subBest heaf wheat, John Paulson, cPter Anderson.
it
kt t
Best team draft mules, A. J. Ger ject will be "The Life That Is Accept- the state of California,, the forts ser- lying strength. Speculation slowed S
first prize, $2.50; second prize, $1.25,
vice and the stockgrowers have co- down
FOR THE 33rd ANNUAL NEW MEXICO
ard, first prize, $5; second prize, able In God's riight."
John Paulson.
greatly on the advance, bearing
Saturday morning at 10 o'clock operated in constructing small pas- out assertions that speculative operaBest sheaf wheat, J. A. Bowen, first $2.50, II. Gerard.
"I
Best draft mnre with colt by side, there will be a service in the temple tures for the use of tourists, who tions were largely on the short side.
prize, $5.
...as
lasting until noon. The third service have thus been enabled to hold their Bonds were steady.
Sheaf sugar cane, Nick Anderson, II. R. Parker, first prize, $7.50.
on
Satwill
occur
on
choice
Atonement
stock
encloof
within
feed
closed
day
The market
Best sheen buck., Peter Anderson,
steady.
first prize, $2.
urday afternoon at 2 o'clock and will sures without any cost or inconveniThe last sales were as follows:
Best timothy bay, J. A. Baca, first first prize, $2.
75
continue without interruption until 6 ence. The aggregate acreage of for-re- Amalgamated Copper
Woman's Work Department G.
prize, $2; second prize, $1, S. L.
139
land set aside for the use of Sugar, bid
Best patchwork quilt, first prize, o'clock. Before the memorial service,
93
J. Thornhlll, $2; second which will occur at this time, Dr. campers is considerable, and it ap- Atchison
Best cut grass, S. L. Barker, first Mrs. L.
111
will
the
Landau
reduces
amount
the
upon
S.
Bar.
L.
subject
of
land
preach
Pacific
preciably
Northern
prize, $1, Mrs. Phillip Cook.
prize, $2; second prize, $1,
s,
165
available for the pasturage of sheep Reading
Best - cake, first prize, Mrs. Clay "If This Year, What?"
Jeer.
90
but
and
Rankasis
the
loss
is Southern Tadilic
the holiest,
cattle,
The day of atonement
presumably
Best millet in sheaf, John
Parker, $2; second prize, Mrs. Charles
I571,i
day in the Jewish calendar. This more than offset by the added enjoy- Fnion Pacific
ty. first prize, $2; second prize, $1, Tamme, $1.
NEW MEXICO 'RESOURCES" Bluest Agriculture, IIoHicul-(ur- e,
56
A. J. Gerard.
Best drawn work, first prize,. Mrs year it falls on Saturday, October 11. ment of the visitors to the forests. United States Steel,
There is this diference, however; Tnited States Steel, pfd.. .r. .106
Farm Product and Live Stock Display Ever AJieropted
Best alfalfa. Joe L. Tb.ornb.ill, first Fred Prager, $5; second prize, Mrs Its biblical designation is Yom
- Tom
H.
a
T.
fee
for
'toshortened
stockgrowers
later
pay
$1,
second
II.
II.
grazing
$2;
$2.50.
prize,
Lowe,
prize,
id (be Southwest
Moen.
Bert, burnt wood, first prize, Mrs. Kippur. According to biblical tradi- their sheep or cattle, while the campKANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Host slieaf corn, Francisco Lucero, P. Wright, $2; second prize,
Mrs. tion it is one of the cycle of holidays ers secure free pasturage.
Kansas City, October 7. Hogs, re-SEE "SKX HIGH"j IRVIG Jumping from EOY FRANCIS
But with the construction of pasinstituted by Moses; for we find it
Bulk
first prize, $2; second prize, $1, Casey Steve Elwood, $1.
lower.
Market
14,000.
ceipts
Aeroplane While Traveling 60 Miles an Hour, 4000 Feet in
tures for campers' use a new diffiTrambley,
Best burnt leather, first prize, Mrs. mentioned in Leviticus XXIII.
$8.158.40;
heavy
$8.108.35;
the Sky
in the list of holidays. Its ceremonial culty has arisen. The campers disBest shelled barley, S. L. Barker, Steve Elwood, $2.
packers and butchers $8;10S.42'3;
first prize, $3; second prize, $2.50;
Best rug, first prize, Mrs. W. K. is described in Lev. XVI, its saer?.s play a tendency to concentrate in the lights $88.33; pigs $G7.25.
K. II. Turner.
Market
neighborhood of the pastures, and to
Crites, $2.50; second prize, Mrs. L. in Numbers XXIX,
Cattle,
receipts ,20,000.
However, the day of atonement is hold their stock within the fenced steady. Prime fed steers $99.50;
Best dressed wheat, T. II. Moen, P. Wright, $1.
first prize, $3.
Best collection of fancy work, first not dependent on the sacrificial serv- areas until the enclosures are entire dressed beef steers $88.90; western
Best, dressed oats, J. O. Considlno, prize, Mrs. Delgado, $5; second prize, ice described in the Bible. Thus, after ly denuded of vegetation. In some steers $79; southern steers ?5.50j
Tickets on Sale October 4 to 11 inclusive with
the destruction of the temple in the instances it is pointed out that large 7;, cows $4.257.25; heifers $59.25;
first prize, $5; second prize, $2.50, A. Mrs. Fred Prager, $2.50.
return limit October 15, 1913.
final
J. Gerard.
Best loaf bread, first prize, Gus year 7u, wnen sacrnices were auonsu- parties occupy choice meadow pas- stockers and feeders $5.508.25;
tures
Anwas
to
atonement
able
remain
other information,' Schedules, etc. applv to
the
and
there
For
of
feed
until
the
Peter
Best shelled buckwheat,
day
bulls $4.506.e0; colves $610.
Lekmann, $2; second prize, Mrs. Clay ed,
survive, and of all the holidays of the is completely exhausted, thus deprlV'
first prize, $2; second prize, Parker, $1.
Market
24,000.
J
receipts
Sheep,
NLESiifcb
D. L.
I
$2.50, J. A. Baca.
Best collection preserves,
first Jewish calendar it has most com ing later visitors of opportunity to steady to 10 cents lower. Lambs;
Best shelled peas, Peter Anderson, prize, Mrs. Dan Fhodes, $5; second pletely held its own in tne hearts and use the pastures. While the forest ?6.757.35; yearlings $55.S0; we-j- l
to impose any thers
observance of the Jewish people. Em service is reluctant
"first prize, $1.
prize, Mrs. Troustard, $2.50.
$4.254.90; ewes $3 604 50. '
was
laid
penB.
restrictions
unnecessary
confession,
upon
the
phasis
upon
Best embroidered work, first prize,
Vegetables Department
Best 'and largest display of vege Mrs. Dan Rhodes, $3; second prize, itence, prayer and good deeds. It be free use of the pastures, forest officame the day of "afflicting one's soul" cers are beginning to Jhlnk that some
tables, S. L. B".ier, first prize, $10; Mrs. J. C. AdIon.Jl.50.
second prize, $5; B. C. Thornhlll.
Best crochet work, first prize, Mrs. (Isaiah LV1II, 3 5.) yhich was interp form of regulation will have to be reBest irrigated beets, T. II. Moen, D. Silva, $2; second prize, Mrs. Louis reted as meaning fasting from the quired.
eve of atonement until the following
; first prize, $2.
Stern, $1,
'Best dry farming beets, T. H. Moen,
Best candy, first prize, Mrs. H. R. evening. As in the biblical cere
monial, confession continues to be an TO DISCUSS ESTHETICS AND ART
first prize, $2.50.
Parker, $2.
Berlin, Oct. 7 Noted authorities on
Best table beets, C. A. McMillen,
Best crazy quilt, first prize, Mrs. important feature of the service; yet,
first prize, $2; second prize, $2, . I Emjly Eastman.', $2; second prize, while confession brings forgiveness of esthetics, philosophers, psychologists,
sins between man anff his Maker, historians of art, critics and artists
Mrs. Fred Prager, $1.
Barker.
.. V
Best bushel potatoes, S. L. Barker,
Best eyelet work, first prize, Mrs. sins between man and man are not fronj all parts of Europe are gathered
J. C. Adlon, $2; second prize, Mrs. forgiven until redress is made for the here at the first International confirst prize, $2.50.
Injury. The eve of atonement day, gress for esthetics and the science
Best peck beans, A. J. Gerard, first L. J. Thornholl, $1.
C.
B.
Best home made blanket, first prize, therefore, becomes the occasion for of art, which wir be in session for
prize, $2; second prize, $1,
the cessation of feuds and
three days. Among the numerous
Mrs. R. L. Houten, $2.
"Thornhill.
Best cushions, first prize, Mrs. And the day of atonement is known interesting papers to be read at the
Best six heads cabbage, Phillip
as the Sabbath of Sabbaths when we eongress is one by Sir Charles Wald- Cook, first prize, $2, second prize, $1, Charles Rosenthal, $3; second prize.
stein of London,' on "The' Quadruple
i are at peace with all the world.
"
Mrs. F. C. Delgado, $1.50.
C. Lucero.
atonement
The
the
of
of
service
day
first
Basis of tiie Study of Esthetics";
A.
J.
Best knit quilt, first prize, Mrs
Gerard,
Best six squash,
with Ki Nidre service on "The Esthetic Frinclpies of Mural
L.
beginning
S.
$1,
second
second
Eastman,
$2.50;
Emily
prize,
prize.
prize, $2;
the eve of atonement is a continuous Painting," by Dr. A. AVeese of Berne;
Mrs. R. F. Houten, $1.
one throughout the entire day. The "On Artistic Intuition," by Dr. B.
nrsi
Best
C.
Miss
Baca,
first
de
Pearl
N.
prize,
painting,
Best onions,
'
prayers in the synagogue are intoned Alexander of Budapest; "On the
Dougherty, $5.
prize, $2.
tones!' The Comic," by Dr. G. Itelson of Berlin;
in plaintive penitential
first
L.
H.
S.
Barker,
Dogs Department
Best turnips,
L. Bar...
Best Collie dog, first prize, Mrs spirit of the masterly sermon of "Esthetics and Sociology," by Dr. E.
prize, $2; second prize, $1, S.
which is 'the Reich of Berlin, and "The Froblem of
Charles Trumhull, $5; second prize. Isaiah (Ts. LVIT,
ker.
prophetical portion of the morning's the Ugly," by Dr. A. von Hartmann of
Best parsnips, Mrs. F. A. Boon, first Mrs. iCUUJJ'erte, $2.50.
is manifested throughout.
Bar
L.
reading,
S.
$1.
Berlin.
Best Collie pup, first prize, Mrs. C
prize, $2; second prize,
' $5; second
A.
Mrs
Wertz,
prize.
ker.
1
Best carrots, S. L. Barker, nrst charlca Trumbull, $2.50.
Bar-- J
$100.00 REWARD
L.
S.
cotton rags at
WA'TET)-le- an
$1,
second
first
pest
sporting dog,
prize,
prize, Mrs.
prize, $2;
Will
be
paid by the father of RobDell Chambes, $2.50;
second prize, Optic office.
ber.
who left Rye Sunday,
N.
ert
Reed,
C.
Thornhlll,
B.
g.
Mrs.
B
ftohrer, $1.25.
Best oyster plants,
September 21, for Beulah and has not
lirst prize, $2; second prize, $1, A. J. Best variety dog, first prize, Mrs.
returned.
'
S. B. Davis, $4; second prize, Mrs.
Gerard.
SAVES DAUGHTER
Description: Age 21, weight about
Best dry farming table beets, Wll'i. Tames O'Byrne, $2.50; third prize,
110
second
lbs., height about 5 ft. 5 Inches,
$2;
?,Irg Charles Spless, $1.50.
Ham Parker, first prize,
dark gray, hair almost black,
eyes
Parker.
The
William
of
who
list
the
judges
picked
prize, $1,
wore
Best dry farming turnips, H, R. these winners is as follows:
Advice of Mother do Doubt Pre complexion dark, tubercular;
white
dark
coat,
gray
gray
pants;
hat,
JZ.
A.
Grains
BelN.
S.
first
H.
prize,
Gerard,
1'arker.
vents Daughter's Untimely End. mouse colored flannel shirt, gray
Fruits Department C
den, S. F. Hemler.
sweater, wore buttons shoes and gold
John
Onion,
too-slig- ht
Largest display, Margarito Romero, vegetables Perry
watch with H on back, and spur; rode
S.
L.
$5.
Barker.
Thornhill,
first prize,
a blazed facesorrel mare branded
Frults4-H. Stearns, J. A. Baca,
Best 12 plates apples, C. X JI
Ready, Ky. " 1 was not able to do
K on left shoulder or loft hip, weight
six
Bnvthine
for
writes
It"1
second
nearly
months'
York.
$5;
prize,
first
John
prize,
Milieu,
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, ''and about 900,
right front foot white, both
Rust-Proo- f
;
poultry and Dairy Z. W. Mon$2.50, s, U Barker; third prize, $2.50,'
de-- ; '
uvwii ui ueu iui mice muntus,
hind:
feet
white, shod all around.
v
Thornhlll.
C.
W. Wesner.
ti. C.
1 cannot
tague, Ed Lewis,
tell you how I suffered with
Saddle; Cowboy marked'on left.1 sid
Minprals-Margarlt- o
Poultry Department D.
Botnero, J. A. my head, and with nervousness and
'
with
troubles.
very plain spur mark across can-tie- ,
first
Charles
Lewis,
womanly
Best turkeys),
Baker, Thomas Hayward.
nickel plated horn.
Our family doctor told my husband lie
.
prize, $5; second prize, $2.50, B. C. T.jve stock Secundino Romero,
angles-wh- at
couid not do me any good, and he had
Fhone
"Rye News" any information
FT.
Thornhill.
Kelley, S. L. Fisher.
to give it up. We tried another doctor,
that you may have. Adv.
C. W.
Woman's Work Mrs. C. O'Malley, but he did not help me.
Largest exhibits poultry,
At last, my mofher advised me to take
jyrs. W. J. Fngate, Mrs. Jefferson
Ycsner, first prize, $10.
Cardut, the woman's tonic. 1 thought
Best lot pigeons, B. C. Thornhill, rtaynolds. i
KILLED BY AEROPLANE
it was no use for 1 was
dead and
first prize. $5; eecond prize, $2.50,' in some cases nut al the Judges ap- - nothing seemed to do menearly
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 7. While maany good. But
1'. C- - Thornhill.
peared, as in the dog department. I took eleven bottles, and now i am able neuvering in a new aeroplane at
Best pen young chickens, Ed Lewis, Thomas Smith, a wel known authority to do all of my work and my own Hammondspprt this afternoon, LinRust-Proof- .
first prizo, $5; second prize, jj.a, on dogs, 'Was forced to judge his de- washing.
low. His
I
Cardui is the best medicine In coln Beachey swooped too
third prize, $2.50, C. partment alone. In such cases as the think
,
X W. Wesner;
world. My weight has increased, machine struck Ruth and Helen
W. Wesner; fourth prize, $1.25, A. this, those" who judge;? the best of and 1 look the picture of health. "
daughters of H. K. Hildreth of
If you suffer from any of the ailments New York city, ki'lir.'ri the former
thei rability and picked the best in
T. Baca.
peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui and probably
Best lot peose, B. C. Thornhill, first their respective departments.
"
fatally injuring the
ow
today. Delay is dangerous. We
prize. So.
it will help you, for it has helped so latter.
THE STORE OF QUALITY"
Best lot ducks, Koogler Brothers,
MAXWELL EVERETTS DEAD
many thousands of other weak women
first prize, $5;. second prize, $2.50, B.
Windsor,, Vt., JJct. 7 Maxwell Ever-elt- in the past 50 years.
If. XTt.:'
71
At ail druggists.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
it
(
Thornhill.
general counsel of the Southern'
t
n
Chicago, Oct. 7. Wheat seesawed
Writt tm Chattanooga Medlcina Co., LadleV
Best pen of any breed chickens, Pacific railroad, died at his home here
Advisory Dept.. Chattanooga, Tenn.. for Sttcial
today, bullish and bearish news being
ft r f
"Koogler Brothers, first prize, $10; this afternoon, ageA 51 years. He had
on your easa and
book. "Hom
J
was
second prize, $7.50, Ed Lewis;' third been iu failing health for three years. Treatment tar Woman," is piaio wmwwt, W.C Hi nearly balanced. The opening
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Make Coffee Ihat Tastes Right
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Albuquerque, October 8 to 11

:

Automobile R.aces. Motorcycle R.aces
Indian Races
Horse R.aces, Relay Rote

'

j

Frontier Sports and Games

1

20-3-

Fan

the

mutm trip

tlei-Eon-

,

'

BATCHELOR.. Agent

.
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Away with Angles

T'Be slender, yes' says fashion, but no mandate
of art or fashion can make angles graceful, or

j

'

T,

j

Hild-reth-

the gowns worn over them stylish, without the
right corset.
Ilnstead of taking all sorts of angles and lamentwoman
ing her styleless flgure,let the
.visit our corset department, and
Models specially
of the Earner's
signed fbr beautifying slender figures.
a difference in
iCurves instead of
the set of your gowns, and best of all, by wearing a Warner Corset, those softly rounded
curves in course of time will become your own.
Ask for Warner's
iBvery Pair Guaranteed, $1.00 to $5.00.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY

WARD TEAM lijflNSlATHL

ALASKA WASHED

PERSONALS

BY
of Watrous was a
visitor In Las Vegas for a

TIDAL

OPTIC,

WAVE

THE OPENING

TUESDAY.

OCTOBER

BODIES OF VICTIMS Of THE SEA
ARE WASHED UPON THE
COAST NEAR NOME

OPENIIiri

GAME

FIVE

ETICS WIN
GAME

A. R. Muesse

business
short time yesterday.
J. L. Matt of Tres Hermanos came
in last night for a Beveral days' business visit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. W. H. Booth, Jr., left this afternoon for Albuquerque on a visit
to relatives and friends.
Frank Clark left this morning for
his ranch where he will be on business for the next few days.
Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this afternoon for Shoemaker where he will
be on business for several days.
Guillermo Garcia, clerk in the office of County Clerk Lorenzo Delgado,
left ast night for a visit in Albuquer-

1913.

7,

OPEN A BANK ACCOUNT HERE

i

Do business in a

DEFEATS THE BAILY BUNCH AT
(Continued From Page One.)
Washington, Oct. 7. Every
CLUB IN A LOW
ELKS'
government wireless was sput
SCORE CONTEST
Meyers flied out to Strunk. No runs,
tering out messages towards Alaska
one hit, no errors
detoday, calling for reports on the
W G. Ward bowling
Ninth Inning
The
Charles
brief
structive storm at Nome. One
C.
team
H.
the
defeated
Baily
team,
Philadelphia
Herzog threw out
reply came from the isroine life shv64 pins In a close yet tame con- Schang.
went out, Tesreau to
Bender
by
ing station, saying the water front test as far as scores are concerned. Merkle.
Murphy walked. It was now
storm.
in
tidal
a
had been devastated
As this is the first game of the newly raining quite hard. Murpny went out,
The Red Cross tried to extend Its formed Elks'
league and all the men, stalling, i.ieyers to Doyle. No runs, no
be
could
aid as soon as the needs
certain
to
a
degree are somewhat hits, no errors.
learned. The revenue cutter Bear,
New York Merkle went out, Barry
scores cannot be considthe
"rusty,"
now at, Nome, "has a capacity for
low. The highest to Mclnnis. McLean batted for Tesered
exceedingly
bringing about 150 people to Seattle. score rolled was 431 by Hoke, while reau. McLean went out on a pop
que.
fly
toOfficers
here thought steamships
will
leave
Mrs. D. R. MePhate
Shafer fanned. No runs,
low score record was credited to to jjarry.
the
sea
in
the
the gale
night for Mobile, Ala., where she will which weathered
Mills with 280 pins. The final score no hits, no errors.
visit relatives for the next few out of Nome would bring others.
The official box score:
of the game was 1,708 to 1,714 In the
months.
AB R H PO A E
of the. Ward team. The score Philadelphia
favor
Bodies Washed Ashore
4
1
2
0
E. Murphy, rf
0
Attorney W. J. Lucas returned this - V
is as follows:
0
the
of
games
Nome, Alaska, Oct. T. The storm
afternoon from Wagon Mound where
4
1
2
0
Team
0 ' 0
If
Ward
Oldring,
bodies
he has been for the past few days on is abating. Three unidentified
1st 2nd 3rd To'l Collins, 2b
3
3
3
0
6
4
hunFive
ashore.
been
washed
have
400 Eaker, 3b
business.
139 118 145
4
1
3
0
McWenie
from
Colorado dred persons are homoless. Help
,T.
S. ' Williamson of
415 Mclnnes, lb
116 138 161
3
1 10
0
0
0
J.
Danziger
outside will be necessary. The steamS3
110 110 , 313 Strunk, cf
0
1
4
0
3
0
Springs, Colo., arrived in Las
M. Danziger
are
302
98
93
last night for a few days' business ships Victoria, Navajo and Corwin
4
4
0
1
HI
1
c
1
Root
Schang,
safe at anchor seven miles out.
338
visit here.
118 113 107
4
0
!B. Adams
Schang, c
for
Nome has been almost destroyed
I j. C. Leonard, representative
0
0
4
2
0
0
Dender,
p
1
the Endicott Shoe company of ' St. by" a storm. All the south side of
577 576 621 1708
Total
sand hill
6 11 27 15
1
Louis, was a business visitor in Las Front street is gone. The
34
J. Danziger substituted for C. W
next
of
miles
Two
territory
is
gone.
t
Vegas today.
G. Ward. ,
E. M. Chapman of Clovis came in to the sea was devastated. No lives
AB R H PO A E
!Bert Adams substituted for R. F. New York
last night for a several days' business were lost.
cf
Johnson.
Shafer,
The storm that began last night
visit here. He is a well known den
2
0
2
Boyle, 2b
Eaily Team
tist of Clovis.
beating in from Bering Sea was the
1st 2nd 3rd To'l Flecber, ss
0
0
4
2
2
2
Mrs. Charles Spiess, accompanied worst, seyer known here. Men and kE. Hoke.
431
127 160 144
0
4
3
0
If
Burns,
0.1
ZTA
by Mrs. W. C. Bailey, left yesterday women worked all night in the .ey H. Gehring
0
1
0
4
3
0
yc ni iss
3b
Herzog,
for Santa Fe where they will visit water to save theip household effects. W. J. Mills
;2S0
93
87
100
1
2
0
0
0
4
rf
Murray,
The electric light plant was wrecked
for several' days.
317
99
101 117
0
4
2
0 4
0
c
C. Wertz
Meyers,
-Elmer Adler, representative for the and telephone service was cut off.
335
110 117 108
2
0
4
2
11
0
C. H. Bai'y
lb
Merkle,
Adlt-is estimated at a million and a
Rochester Clothes company of
534 598 582 1714 Marquard, p
0 0 0 0 6 0
Total
,
Rochester, N. Y., was a business vis- half dollars.
1
1
1
0
0
0
McCormick x
There will be' much suffering and
itor in Las Vegas today.
0
1
0
0
0
0
,
p
Crandall,
,
Mrs. William Schultz left this after- cutside help will bd required. Winter $4.
0
0
0
0
1
0
L
p1
Tesreau;
noon for her home at Santa Fe after if at band, and 'A. will be Impossible
u
FOOTBALL NOTES
u
v
xx
v
v
j.
having been a visitor with' friends to get n supplies needed.
$
Service and Undine,
The Biertimship-heer for the past few days.
0
4 11 27 15
3G
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Dawe came In which were lyinr? in the roadstead,
x Batted for Marquard in the fifth
and Pennsylvania have not
Harvard
last night from Albuquerque on their ran to 'the open lea' and escaped dam- met on the gridiron since 1905, when
inning.
way to Chicago and will be visitors age.
xx Batted for Tesreau in ninth.
Penn won 12 to 6.
beach
on
All the small brats
the
here for the next few days.
Score by Innings:
Tufts college' squad looks good this
Mrs. J. H. Woods, mother of Mrs. were destroyed. Five hundred houses
000 320 0106
the most promising ma- Philadelphia
fall,
having
and more are
Georire A. Fleming, who has been vis- have
001 030 0004
New York
terial in many years.
iting here for the past year, will leave faiiing.
now playing at Yale,
"Pie"
Way,
Summary
Nome) the famous gold camp on ti e was a member of the baseball, foottonight for her home at Chicago
Two base hits: Barry, Burns, McE. T. Plowman, district manager Bering Sea, the most northerly city ball and track teams while attending lnnis.
for this division of the Harvey sys- in the world," was built on a sandy Exeter
Three base hits: Collins, Schang.
academy.
tem, came in last night from Albu- sea beach. In front of the town there
Home run: Baker.
Harvard's right guard,
Pennock,
querque for a short business visit is an anchorage for ships, but steam- now out of the game because of an
Hits: Off Marquard, 8 in 5 innings;
ers do not make a landing. Cargoes
here.
did not miss a practice or a off Crandall, 3 In 2 innings; off Tesinjury,'
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Stonex of Los and passengers are landed at an aereau, none in 2 innings.
game in 1912.
Angeles, Calif., are in Las Vegas as rial tramway station in deep water.
Sacrifice hits: Marquard, Mclnnes
"Andy" Smith, formerly head coach
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Lew The principal part of the town, which at
is now in charge of
Stolen base: Collins.
Pennsylvania,
is. They will leave tonight for their a dozen, years ago had a population
Double plays: Barry, Collins and
the Perdue University squad at Lafa
home. Mrs. Stcnex is a sister of Mrs of 20,0007 is on the east side of Snake
Mclnnis.
yette, Ind.
Lewis.
th a long finger extending
7
river
Left on bases: Philadelphia, 4;
Yale has now scored 1,826 points
S. Griffith of 'independence,-- . Kan., to thewesf aong a narrow sand spit.
12 for "Wesleyan in the 41 games New York, 6,
to
arrived here last night and left This tand 'spit :was rich in gold dirt which the two Connecticut colleges
First base on balls: Off Marquard,
this morning for Ix)s Alamos where and the early settlers built their cab-In- s
have played.
1; off Tesreau, 1.
there.
he will attend the funeral of his
First base on errors: New York, 1.
The first bit of gloom that fell on
Of late years the sands have been
father, who died at that place last
Struck out: By Bender, 4; by Mar
the Illinois football camp was the
worked out and little except dredging
Saturday.
that Madison would not return quard, 1; by Crandall, 1; by Tesreau,
report
which require large capi- as tackle on the Illinois eleven.
Mrs. C. C. Herbest and sister, Mrs. operatic-life,1.
J. C. Fountain of Minneapolis, Minn., tal, is, tonne done. It is estimated that
Time: 2:06.
Joe Wheelock, the famous Carlisle
have enough ground in
are in Las Vegas and will remain the
Klem behind, bat, Egan
star
of other years, is playing end
Umpires;.
here for the next several months. sight to operate 50 years more, Nome for Lebanon
L,e- - on bases,
left field, Connelly
Rlgler
valley,
uviuentiy
n
$35,1)00,000 in
They have rented the Garrett prop- has produced more-thabanon Valley plays them to a ripe right field.
yl tv on Eighth street and will reside gold dust. Some years the yield has
This year
been as high as $8,000,000,
there.
CHILDREN ON STRIKE
D. R. Can-oiof the Missouri Valley the production will not exceed
Mich., Oct. 7. tThe sympa
Calumet,
owing y the lack of water. thetic strike of school chllflren m tne
Bridge and Iron company, came in
The summer population of JJome is
last night from Chapelle and will reBASEBALL NOTES
Keweenaw county copper strike dismain in Las Vegas for an indefinite about 4,000, and in tho winter 2,00V trict
and 500 are now
today
spread
time. He will start the construction remain; the others coming out on cut. The Ahmeek, New Allouze and
of the bridge at the Romeroville Gap steamships that leave late in October. Mohawk schools are affected. A speNew Yorkers dteclare that Harry
One steamship is yet to leave Seattle
this week.
cial meeting of the school board was Williams, the Yankee first baseman,
Miss Margaret Gross and Miss Hel- for Nome.
called to deal with the situation. It has bigger hands than the "flippers"
en Kelly left yesterday afternoon for It will be possible to
is said the compulsory school attend- Honus Wagner carries around with
St. Louis, Misa Gross' home. Miss cutters to Nome' to deliver supplies ance law Will be
upheld and that him.
Gross has been visiting Miss Kelly and take away needy persons who wholesale
In a recent game in Boston, Pitchof parents will
prosecutions
here for the past several months. Miss wish to leave.
follow if the children do not return er Wyckoff of the Athletics, Issued
Fire has broken out in the storm to
Kelly will remain in St. Louis for
This morning a 12 passes, hit a batsman, was touch
school at once.
stricken city and the flames have atseveral weeks.
400
of
of
the
striking pupils ed up for 10 hits, and yet copped the
parade
W. G. Ogle, the land man, returned tacked the Pacific cold storage plant, was held at Ahmeek.
game 10 to 9.
last night from Albuquerque, where where is stored' the chief supply of Seventy-fiv- e
Pitcher Claude Hendrlx, of the Pirstrikebreakers arrived
he has been on a short business trip. meat for the winter. The Are fight- last
for the Quincy and 20 ar- ates, is organizing a team of Nation-leaguer- s
night
Mr. Ogle stated this morning that the ing apparatus was destroyed !n the
tour
for a barnstorming
rived today for the Calumet and
Albuquerque fair exhibits are not gale.
'j
Automobiles are still being through Kansas after the close of the
Hecla.
street
Front
is a seething mass of
equal in any way to those' exhibited
fired on in the Keweenaw district. big..Bhow.
at the former state fairs.
wreckage, into which-- great seas are The machine of a Calumet man was
If Manager Rickey can land a few
Among those who left last night breaking while hundreds of homeless struck last night, the bullet shatter- regular ball players to helpouti his
and this afternoon for Santa Felojsjti persons are struggling to .save neces- ing: jhe ' ifridsbield.
X oiassy. pitching staff, the Browns may
tend th? meeting" of the'State Federa- sities of life. Receding seas are
be mentioned in
newspapers.
wrebked
.fcontjenjs of
.afav;
tion of Woman's flubs Wera jMra W.
"c' : C ASK FORl!EFUNEf': ,
season,,-- ,
nxt
T. Fugale, Mra. Frank H. H. Roberts, houses 'and stores as well as parts' of
St. Jpaul ; Is the only team in the
yUbuquerque, Oct., 7. The county
None of the
Mrs. J. H. York, Mrs. Roy Prentice, wrecked , structures.
commissioners yesterday afternoon American association, and Baltimore
Mrs. 'Charles Spiess, Mrs. W. C. Bai buildings on the sand spit remains received a letter from P. T. Lonergan, the only team in the International
ley, Mrs. W. J. Lucas and Dr. Alice standing and the leveled structures? Indian superintendent of day schools, league, not affiliated with the Base" ';""TT there are In flames. This portion of
asking for a Tefund, to the govern- ball Players' fraternity.
Mrs. W, H. Stark and daughter the community is cut off by the tur- ment of school taxes paid by Indians.
The Lowell team received a royal
accompanied by Mrs. R. F. Johnson, bulent waters.
County Clerk E. A. Walker was in- greeting on its return home after the
left last night for Kansas City, Mo.,'
structed by the commissioners to victory over Hartford in the post- where they will visit relatives for the
write Mr. Lonergan saying that if he
next few months. Mr. and Mrs. Johnwere able to cite any authority comKftOItiSarly Prescribed
son will leave within the next few
pelling the board to return the taxes
months for Kansas City, to Join their
by many physicians
they would consider the matter. Mr.
5
wives and go to California, where they
J.
Lonergan, in his communication, said
intend to locate.
that the Indians at Isleta were taxed
MOST
for school purposes and that they bePert E.ait Whiskey
is used in numerous hoslieved they were entitled to public
pitals because it's absolutely
schools. They would not demand
the purest and best tonic stimtheir "rights," however, this year beulant known to medicine. It's
cause the county would be burdenei
just what you need; try it
to erect buildings and employ teachThe Ideal Mountain Resort
$1.00 a large bottle at most
ers, but believed that the government
dealers.
and
:
Phore Maii 20 and Olive 5174 I druggists, grocers
of
should be reimbursed, according to
ALL YEAR ROUND RESORT
The Duffy Malt WhtrWCo- -,
- Rochenter. N. Y.
Mr. Lonerggan.

way and secure for yourself the

great number of privileges that
are yours without cost as a result.
Office hours are convenient and employees obliging and polite. There is much information and
advice that is free to our depositors, and we are always ready to consult you, if you wish.
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"Connie Mack has- - scouts
dally
watching the Giants play to get a
line on their style," says a baseball
scribe.
Whatdayu mean by style?
The fancy trimmed uniforms or the
noisy coats?
season series for the minor league
championship of New England.
If there was ever a "contrary" team
in baseball the White Sox have earn
ed that title. The Callahans can play
the champion Athletics to a standstill, and then curl up and fade away
when they meet a bunch of

8

,

Boston fans were disappointed

on
series
learning that the
between the Bed Sox and theBraves
had been called off. The Braves made
quite a hit in the Hub this season
and the Bugs were anxious to see
them perform against the Sox.
post-seaso- n

5,01300
112

'

E0D!PPFfl.4T-Y0URB8-

sand-lot-ter-

Ve-ia-

14,31

FULLY

1,850

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

6 Machine

Las Veoas AotomoMle

4.

Phjne Main 344,

CALENDAR OF SPORTS FOR
THE COMING WEEK

i

Fowler Prt.py
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send-revenu- e

;

car-ryi-

;

Ri-ce- .

O

Cliff
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Tuesday
First game in the series for the
w.orld's fbaseball
championship, ot
New. York.

'

Leach Cross v
"K. O:" Brown,
ten rounds at New York.
Wednesday
Second game in the series for the
worlds basebalj championship, p,t
Philadelphia.
,i Opening
of fa!', meeting of the
New Louisville Jockey club, at LouisOpening of annual fall golf tournament at Hot Springs, Va.
Thursday
Third game of the series for the
wor'd's baseball championship, at
New York.

Eddie Murphy vs Harry Trendall,
12 rounds at St. Loul3.
Friday
Fourth game in tne series for the
wqrld's baseball championship, at
Philadelphia.
Saturday
Fifth game In the series for the
world's baseball championship, at

UNDER

AiiSPiCES

New York.

Football:
Harvard

vs.

Williams, at Cam

bridge, Mass.
Yale vs. Lafayette, at New Haven,
conn.
Pennsylvania vs. Swarthmore, at

Philadelphia.
Princeton vs. Bucknel, at Prince
ton, N. J.
Army vs. Rutgers, at West Point,
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N. Y.

Navy vs, Georgetown, at Annapolis.
Brown vs. tjrsinus, at Providence.
Cornell vs. Carlisle, at Ithaca, N.Y.
Dartmouth vs. Vermont, at Han
over, N. H.
Wisconsin vs. Indiana, at Madison, Wis.
Illinois vs. Missouri, at Urbatia, 111.
Nebraska vs. Kansas Agricultural,
at Lincoln, Neb.
Ohio State vs. Western Reserve, at
Columbus, O.
Northwestern vs. Purdue, at "Lafayette, Ind.
Iowa vs. Cornell college, at Iowa
City, Ia,
Alabama vs. Clemson, at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
Georgia vs. Louisiana, at Athens,
Ga.
'

CHWEZ IS CONFIDENT
Denver, "Oct. 7; Benny Chavez and
Frankie Conley will .'weigh in at ,3
o'clock; this afternoon for their 10- round bbut here tonight. The agreed
weight is 122 pounds. Both fighters
declare they are in perfect condition
and confident of success.
Subscribe for The Optic.
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LAS
tiling a wotr.ah'coinj To."T
said, quickly. "You offered your best;
and the man who took it cannot dare
not express his gratitude."
"We brought you here because we
thought It was good for you," she
said, reverting to the theme that had
at first embarrassed her. "We were
perfectly certain that you have always
been unfit to take care of yourself.
Now we have the proofs."
I leaned on the back of the bench,
resting my bandaged forehead on my
hand.
"Are you suffering?" she asked.
"Your face la white as my sleeve."
"I feel curiously tired," I said, smiluns'cSS'.St

1
Oy

LCUlifcio
Esbert W. Chambers
l "Cardigan," "The
Conspirators,"

Author

"Maids-al-Arms-

,"

etc.

ing.

"Then you must have some tea, and
You shall not
I will brew It myself.
by
ltlo?tril!m
object! No It Is useless, because 1
O. Irwin Myers
am determined."
The tea was hot and harmless; 1
lay thinking while she sat In the sunCon rip lit, 1MB, fc; KotwitW.CimmlOTra
nibbling biscuit and
ny window-corneOollior A son
Oopjriillil, 1WB, Of If.
gravely.
marmalade, and watching-m- e
SYNOPSIS.
"I suppose," said I, thinking aloud,
an AmMt.'iui "that I had better go to England."
CHAPTER
"When?" she asked, without raising
jnoldier o fortune In the employ of the
outbreak
i'runch Imperial Police at the
n
war, is) ordered to
of the
larrest John Buckhurst, a leader of the
Is
who
'Communists,
suspected of having
stolen the French crown Jewels. While
Scarlett Is orBuckhurst
for
searching
dered to arrest Countess de Vasxart and
her group of socialists and escort them
to the Belgian border.
finds Sylvia
CHAPTER
Elven of the Odeon disguised as a peasant and carries her to La Trappe, where
the countess and her friends are assem-

head.
"In a day or two. I can find employment there, I think."
"What will you do?"
"Oh, the army horses something
of that kind. Riding-master- ,
perhaps
perhaps Scotland Yard. If I ever
save enough money for the voyage,
perhaps you would let me come, once
In a while, to pay my respects,

CHAPTER III All are arrested. The
from a fatal fall
countess saves
from the roof of the house. He denounces
Buckhurst aa the leader of the Reds and
the countess conducts him to where Buckhurst Is seoreLed.

come, if you wish."
"Yee,
She said no more, nor did I. Pres
ently Sylvia appeared' with a peasant
woman, and the young countess went
away, followed by the housekeeper

Franco-Frussia-

bled.

CHAPTER IV German Uhlans descend
ion the place and Buckhurst escapes during the melee. Scarlett is wounded.
CHAPTER V Ho recovers conscious-mes- s
In the countess' home at Morsbronn,
where ho Is cared for by the countess.
A llerce battle Is fought In the streets
fcetween l reach and Prussian soldiers.
CHAPTER VI Buckhurst professes ro
ipentence and returns the crown Jewels to
Scarlett, He declares he will give himself
Scarlett doubts bis
tip to the authorities.
sincerity, Buckhurst urges the countess
:to go to Faradise,
CHAPTER VII Buckhurst admits that
me receives pay from the Prussians for
ftnfurmatiun wh ch he does not Klve. tia
fsoctfos pnssporta to the French lines for
jiscarieti. the countess ana tumscu.
CHAPTER VIII Scarlett reports to the
iBerrei M'rvice in Paris and finds Mornao,
shadow of the emperor. In charge. He
deposits the crown Jewels and later, when
miikniK a detailed report, finds that pebbles
have been substituted for the real stones.
Speed, a comrade In the service, warns
tVurli-i- t
that Mornac Is dangerous. He
i!so informs him that all the government
treasure Is bein transported to the coast
for shipment out of the country. Scarlett and Ppeed escape to Join a circus.
CHAPTER IX The circus arrives at
Paradise where Scarlett secures a license
from the mayor.
CHAPTER X An order is received by
the mayor calling the citizens to arms.
CHAPTER XI Jacqueline, daughter of
tli.' Lizard, offers to Join the circus to
pive exhibitions in the character of a
mermaid.

her

"

.

.

.

with her,keys at her girdle.
I rose and walked to the window;
then, nervei. 'ss and depressed. I went
out into the garden again to smoke a
cigar.
The cat had disappeared; I trav
ersed the garden, passed through the
side wicket, and found myself on the
cliffs. Almost immediately I was
aware of a young girl, a child, seated on the rocks, her chin propped on
d
blowing her
her hands, the
across her cheeks and
curly
eyes. A bundle tied in a handkerchief
lay beside her; a cat dozed in her lap,
its sleek fur stirring In the wind.
"I
"Jacqueline!" I said, gently.
thought you were to eail from Lorient
today?"
The cat stepped purring from her
knees; the child rose, pushing back
her hair from her eyes with bold
hands.
"Where is Speed?" she asked,

DAILY OPTIC,

'"Yes, yes T gald, Impatiently.
"Come on, man! It's all right; the
fellow is watching Buckhurst for me."
I

greeted the poacher frankly,

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

ANOTHER DARK SECRET

1913.

me

offer-

ing my hand; he took It, then his hard
fist fell away and he touched his cap.
"I have done what you wanted," ho
said, sullenly. "I have the compacy's
rolls here they are." He dragged
from his baggy trousers pockets a
mass of filthy papers, closely covered
with smeared witting. "Here is the
money, too," he said, fishing in the
other pocket; and, to my astonishment, he produced a flattened, soiled
mass of bank notes. "Count it," he
added, calmly.
"What money Ib that?" I asked, tak-

7,
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LOBBY

RESTAURANT

AND CAFI

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAY8 HANDLED

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

ii

i?

ing It reluctantly.
"Didn't you warn me to get that box
Bat
the bteel box that Tric-Tradown on when he saw me?"
"Is that money from the box?" I
exclaimed.
"Yes, m'sieu. I couli not bring the
box, and there had been enough blood
shed over it already. Besides, when
Iluckhurst broke It open there wa6
only a bit of iron for the scrap heap
left."
I touched Speed's arm to call his attention; the poacher shrugged his
shoulders and continued: "Tric-Tramade no ceremony with me; he told
me that he and Buckhurst had settled
this Doctor Delmont, and the other
the professor TavernleT."
"Murdered them?" muttered Speed
"Dame! the coup du Pere Francois
;is murder, I suppose."
Speed turned to me. "That's the ar
got for strangling," he said, grimly.
"Go on," I motioned to the poacher.
"How did you get the money?"
"Oh, pour ca In my turn I turned
Isonneur," he replied, with a savage
smile.
A sonueur, in thieves' slang, is a
.creature of the footpad type who, tripping his victim flat, seizes him by the
shoulders and beats his head against
the pavement until he renders him unconscious If he doesn't kill him,
I asked the poacher why Buckhurst
had come to Paradise, and why hi
banditti had seized the railroad at
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LODGE NO. 2, A. F. A J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 64t
A.M. Regular comI. O. of B. B.
Meets every first Tues
munication first and day of the month in the vestry rooms
A mr(1 Thursday in of Temple Monteflor at 8 o'clock P
a month. YlslUnj m.
inbrothers are

J

Visiting
cordially
Isaac Appel, President; Charles
Greenclay, Secretary.

brothers cordially

W, M., H. 8

.an

vited.

Wm. P. Mi!Ui,

Patten, Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO.
2,
Meet in the Forest of Brotherly
Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHT8 TEMPLAR
r Love
at Woodmen of th World halL
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave ec d
on the second and fourth Mondays of
Customer Why in the world do No ad to occupy less space than two
In each month at Maeach month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
soup lines
All
you have such
advertlsemsnta charged
sonic Temple at 7:St p. m. O. H.
Sonsul; G. Laeramle, Clerk; Z. W.
will be booked at space actually set
plates in this place?
Kinkel. B. 0.; Chas. Tamn, to
Waiter 'Sh! That is a trick oi without
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
regard to number of words.
cordw.
the boss. In dark plates the BOUP Cash In advlnce
members are especially welcooa aid
preferred.
don't look so thin.
invited.
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- cordially
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con
A CRUEL INQUIRY
NO.
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
vocation first Monday irf
.102 Meets every Monday night at
each month at Masonic O.
R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
Temple at 7:30 p. m. SH. 8 o'clock. Visiting members are corHi
B. Hubbard, H. P.: F: O'
dially welcome. J. C. Werta, Presi
Blood, Secretary. '
C H.
J. T. Buhler,
Reg-jrila-

Tn-da-

y

dark-lookin-

it..

vk't-

NlI'Mkll-.R-

'

J hi

3i

IkAIN

t.

Secretary;

dent;

I. O. O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NC
1. Meets every Monday evening a'

Baily, Treasurer.

their hall on Sixth street. All victim
LOCAL TIME CARD
brethren cordially invited to atteLO
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G'
T. JI. Elwood, Secretary , Karl Wem
Eas-- .
Bcund
WANTED Suite of three or four Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemtn
Arrive
Depan
2'. ... S:10 p. m...
No.
rooms in
p.
modern house, steam Trustee.
No. 4 ' ..11:05 p. m... 11:05 p,
heated. Sixth, Seventh or Eighth
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
ft.
Streets preferred.
2:05 a. m. . . .2:10 a.
Permanency.
fourth Tuesday evening of each
ro. . . 1:45 p. m; . . 2:10 p.
Address L., Optic.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and
West Bound
avenue. Visiting ' brothers
WANTED Girl for light house work. Douglas
Arrive
Depart
222 Grand
.
1:20 p. m... 1:45 p.
avenue. Phone Olive are cordially Invited. Gov. Wro. 'J: No.
5272.
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W., Condon. No.
... . 6:10 a. m. . . . 6:15 a.
.. 4:20 p. ra... . 4:30 p m
Secretary.
No.
WANTED Second hand oat sacks 5
. 7:00
. . . 6:35
No.
p. m
p. nr.
cents each. Agua Pura Co.
KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUN- CIL NO. 804. Mests second and
ATTORNEYS
WANTED Experienced cook.
Good 'iiirth Thursday in O. R. C. ball.
1053
members
Pioneer
wages.
building. Visiting
Eighth street.
HUNKER 4. HUNKER
are cordially invited'. Richard Devine,
A. Hanker. Chester A. Hunker
George
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
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"Ah," cried the Lizard, with a feroCholly I'm suah that I don't know
cious leer, "that is the kernel under what I shall do when I get out of col
the limpet's tent! And I have uncov lege. Mothah wants we to be a
ered it. I, Robert Garenne,' bon sang
but I have a loaning toward
de Jesu! Listen, messieurs! We are litraehah.
to wreck the train for Bryst tonight
Evelyn Did you ever think of be
Do you comprehend?"
an actress?
coming
"Where?" I asked, quietly.
"Just where the trestle at Lamme-riMETHOD IN HER MADNESS
crosses the ravine below the house
Attorneys-at-Laof Josephine Tanguy."
New Mexico
Las
Speed looked around at me. "It'3
Vegas,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
drowsily.
from
Lorient.
the treasure-traiITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
"Did you want to see him, JacqueFOR SALE Household goods, rarage,
They're probably sending the crown
line?"
DENTISTS
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
W.
diamonds back to Tfest in view of the
McDougall cabinet, round dining
"That is why I returned."
each
Uhlans being seen near Quimper."
third
of
first
and
Mondays
etc.
1009
table,
Sixth, street.
"And you are going to give up the
"On a false order?"
Dfl. F. B. HUXMANN
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
circus forever, Jacqueline?"
"That is the truth," said the Lizard;
Fiers-man- ,
Dentist
O.
L.
welcome.
Ladies
always
SALE
FOR
Pure apple cider, also
"Tric-Tratold me. They have the
Dental work of any description aj
choice hand picked apples;
President; A. D. Tillman, Finan"Just because you want to see code book of Mornac."
?2.50
moderate prices
I thought quietly for a moment, then
per 100 delivered. J. H. Kelley, cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
ffiAPTER XTI Scarlett makes friends Speed?" for
13
that."
with the Lizard.
"Only
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main
asked the poacher whether there was
Olive 3621.
stood rubbing her eyes with a
She
Mexico
New
at
Las
the
of
East
Vegas,
11)11
street
Sixth
Assistant Deputy,
semaphore
guard
CHAPTER XIII Scarlett calls on the
countess at her home in Paradise. He her small fists, as though Just awakFOR SALE Cheap, good work horse. East Las Vegas, N. M.
finds Sylvia Elven also there. He Iearna ened.
"Yes, the soldier Rolland, who sayE
the countess has withdrawn from the
W. F. White, S2T Sixth street.
the lung,
"Come into tha garden," I said; "we he understands the
Stop coughing! you rack
They swear eternal friendship.
telegraph a sot
BALLARD'S
while
can
talk
the
rest"
O. O. MOOSE Meets second an.
body.
you
and
He
worry
Morlaix."
and
hesitated
from
CHAPTER XTV The Lizard learns for
checks irritaThe young countess waa standing' at looker! across the open moor toward
c
that
fourth Thursday
.Scarlett, through one
evening eact HOREHOUND SYRUP and
Rssst
restores
is head of a communistic conspiracy.
the
heals
lungs
tion,
the window as we approached in nol Paradise. "I must go," ha muttered;
month at W. O: W. ball- - Visitlnc comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
and
emu
lett
CHAPTER
"I am on guard yonder."
single file along the path,
learns somebrothers cordially invited. Howard T and $1.00 per bottle. Sold: by Central.
thing of Sylvia Elven through a fellow when she caught Bight of us she
I offered him my hand again; ht
FOR RENT Comfortably furnished
.performer named Kelly.
Davis, Dictator; P: A. Linn Secretary Drug Co. Adv.
opened the door and stepped out on took it looking, me sincerely in tht
room in modern home. 1030 Eighth
CHAPTER XVI Orders regarding the the tiny porch.
eyes.
street.
treasure trains are changed owing to the
"Why, this Is our little Jacqueline,"
"Let your private wrongs wait a lit
discovery of a plot at Lorient.
she said, quickly. "They have taken itle longer," I said. "I think we cat
'How did you come to take up phy
CHAPTER XVTI Orders are received
FOR RENT Modern: light housekeepfor the expulsion of the circus. Buckhurst your father for the conscription, have catch Buckhurst and Mornac alive." sical culture?"
I
a
found
appears In Paradise and secures recruits :they not, my child? And now you
ing rooms at 1030 Fifth street.
"To
the
tell
truth,
perfect
"For your sake," said the poacher
for the red flag. Scarlett admits he Is are homeless!"
In love with the countess.
clutching my hand in a tightening creation of a gown that I couldnt
From Distilled WaterFree from Bacteria or Germs of any
"I think so, madame."
FOR RENT Four room cottags, 407
grip "for your sake I have let Mor wear unless I got my weight down."
"Then you will stay with me until nac go let him pass me at arm'E
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Pure Ice.
Washington avenue. C. H. Steven.he returns, won't you, little one?"
.length, and did not strike. But
SOUNDED INTERESTING
20c per 100- lbsson, Phone Main 291..
2000 lbs or more, each delivery.
"We thank you, and permit our- swear to you that if you miss him this
(Continued from Yesterday.)
25c per 100- lb
selves to accept, madame,", said Jac- time, I shall not miss I, Robert the
1000 to, 2000 lta, each delivery
FURNISHED
for
because
417
are
"We
cottage
rent.
Lizard!"
very
glad
queline.
40c per lOOlbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each deli very
we are quite hungry, and we have
"You mean to kill Mornac?" I asked
Eighth.
CHAPTER XIX
50c per 10C lbs
each delivery
50 to 200-lbs- ,
;thorn from the gorse In our feet "
His eyes blazed. His strong fingers
She broke off with a joyous little cry: closed tighter on my hand. "Do you
FOR RENT Two desirable rooms on
Trecaurt Garden.
'"There is Speed!" And Speed, enter- understand that he wronged me me
About nine o'clock we were
ground floor, with or without board.
at
the
in
garden hurriedly, stopped the soldier Garenne,
garrison
725 Sixth street.
by a Breton maid to the pretty ing
1200 Lincoln Ave
Phon M&ln 227
short In his tracks.
Vincennes; he, the officer, the arista
(breakfast room below, and I was
The child ran to him and threw crat?"
ashamed to go with my shabby clothes,
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
He choked, crushing my hand in a
neck. "Oh,
ibandaged head, and face the color of ,both arms around his
over spasmodic grip. "Ami, the little red
she
employed,
comfortable, furnished
stammered,
Speed!"
Speed!
iclay.
1
deer was beautiful to me. He tool;
room; no health seekers. Phone
-The young countess was not pres- and over again. "I was too lonely;
in her the doe a silly maid of Paradise
Purple 5301.
ent; Sylvia Elven offered us a super-villou- will do what you wish; I will be
and I was ia irons, m'sieu, for three
20c per 100 lb
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
welcome, and we ate In con- structed in the graces of education
I will- - I am glad to come back
years."
25c per 100 lb.
truly
silence.
strained
FURNISHED ROOMS for light house.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Ibs Each DslWery ..i
"Your wife?" I asked, quietly.
"Will the pensive gentleman with and I am so tired, Speed. I will never
30c per 100 Ibi
Each
200
to
921
1,000
lbs.
Delivery
Lincoln.
lbs.,
keeping.
"Yes, ami."
inlne lives have a little more nourish-pmen- t go away from you again. . . . Oh,
....40c pep 100 lb
50 lbs., to 200 V, Each Delivery
Do
He dropped my numbed fingers anc
to sustain him?" she asked, as SDeed. I am contented!
50c per 100 lbs.
his
of
50
Each
back
the
with
his
Less
than
rubbed
Professional Health Culture for Ladles
Dtllvery
eyes
Ib,
you love me'"
ftfio meal drew to an end.
hand.
said
'
he
little
big
1
MRS.
OLLIE
SHEARER
sweetheart,"
"Dearly,
looking up from my empty plate,
"Then Jacqueline is not your little
voice.
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
(declined politely; and we followed her huskily, trying to steady ris
"There!
Madame the countess is daughter?" I asked, gravely.
telgnal to rise.
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
the
been
has
That
not
He
mine.
"Hers
now."
aiting. All will be well
She led the way Into that small!
Harvesters, atorera, and Distributors of Natural Ice, th Purity
Plaza Hotel
she
me
since
irr.ed, smiling, toward the young most terrible. of all for
Jroom overlooking the garden where 1
m.
m.
m
to
lAsting Qu&lltie of Which Have Made Las Vega Famous
3:30 p.
sleu anc
Office hours 1:30 p.
"How about the sermon?".
ountess, and lifted his hat, then died died so young, too,
thad been twice received by Madame
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
all alone in Paris. If he, had not done
"The minister preached on the sin
jde Vassart. Here she took leave of stepped back and fixed me with a
Anc
to
her.
kind
he
if
had
been
that
fulness of cheating at bridge."
lus, abandoning us to our own designs. blank look of dismay, which said per
left
Did he mention
"You don't say!
On the wall a cat sat, sunning her fectly plainly that he had unpleasant she was only a child, ami, yet he
CARRIAGE
AUTOMOBILE,
sleek flanks. Something about the am news to communicate. The countess her."
any names?"
his
in
1
the
All
ANO
eyes
sue
ferocity
for
saw
too,
to
think,
that look,
imal seemed familiar
me, and after
a"while I made up my mind that this gave me an almost imperceptible' nod gone; ho raised a vacant, gricf-lme- t
SIGN PAINTING
TROUBLES
visage to meet mine, and stood stupid
7f.a3 Ango Pitou, Jacqueline's pet. and took Jacqueline's hand in hers,
"If there are thorns in your feet we ly, heavy hands hanging.
N. O.
abondoned by her mistress and now
Then, shoulders sloping, lie sham
a. feline derelict I watched the cat must find them," she said, sweetly.
429 GRAND AVE.
bled off into the thicket, trailing hi:
for a fen moments, then sat down on "Wrill you come, Jacqueline?"
"Yes, madame," said the child, with battered rifle.
the bench. The Inertia which follows
When he was very far away I mo
recovery from a. shock, however light. an adoring smile at Speed, who bent
The changeable weather of early
left me with the lazy acquiescence of and kissed her upturned face as she tloned to Speed.
"I think," said I, "that we had bet
fall brings on coughs and colds that
a convalescent willing to let the world passed.
to do something at the sema.
have a weakening effect on the sys
drift for an hour or two, contented to
"Well," said I, turning to Sped, ter try
tem, and may become chronic. Use
jrf;lax, apathetic, comfortable.
"what new deviltry ie going on in phore if we are going to stop that
ClMSitie5
d. roli out the people to wnom amonj; au
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
train in time."
And then my reverie ended abrupt Paradise now?"
those who MIGHT BUY ths particular thlaj is worth moil
It has a very soothing and healing ef1
ly; a step on the gravel walk brought
"Preparations for
fect on the irritated and inflamed air
.me to my feet . . . There she should say," he replied, bluntly. "They
want to sell ia WORTH MOST ve loaeeat
That property
passages, and will help very quickly.
(To be Continued Tomorrow)
tood, lovely In a fresh morning gown are tinkering with the trestle. Buck- well known family medicine
a
is
It
t&la
to
espaper nd woild mever hear
the
d.
who
hurst's ragamuffins have Just seized
deeply belted with turquoise-shells- ,
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
were
coiled
Need
Health
advertised mere.
hair
low
unlet
it
at
station
the
Wonen
railroad
Adv.
ruddy
Co.
glistening,
;her
Red Cross Drug
your property
and Strengtn
where the main line crosses,
fin a ueclc or enow.
worn
For the first time she showed em you know, near tha ravine at Lam- Other- - who read and ana rer ada. in this iewraper wamt
Thn work o a
Will G. Richmond, a resident of
rtarrassment in her greeting, scarcely merln.
an makes a constant call in her
h lor) books, automobiles, ssd maehlaar?
answer
anxious to pay
will
are
inquirany
Cal.,
sicmess
.touching my hand, speaking with
and Tar
of wwtulnees ef aay sort, and music u
Honey
"That's all I have to report, except Btrppfrth and vitality, ana and
about
artlclst
Foley's
ies
and
furniture,
Mad
'new constraint In a voice which grew that your friend, Robert the Lizard, Is cornea through her kldneya
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
tnimenta.
i older aa she hesitated.
der oftener than she knows. Foley
out yonder flaf on hie belly under
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly
and re.' "We were frightened; we are
Kidney Piils will invigorate nervousbenefited me for bronchial trouble
gorse bush, and he wants to see you
As the classified ada. are read by all pottlBls bmyeia, of an k
weak
and
back,
store
her,
I used other remjtfad that you were not badly hurt.
"The Lizard!" I rxelaimed. "Come
She Why didn't you bring youi and cough, after
blad
aorta of thlaxt, they kate cone to be finder of tae beet a
and
Irregular
aible
Joints
ness, aching
edies that failed. It Is more like a
thought you might find it comfortabl on. Speed. Where is he?"
der action will an disappear wnen wife down this season?and the tar U food than a medicine." Do not acketa.
here of course I could not know tha
He She's in Reno,
"Yonder, clothed In somebody's line Foley Kidney Pills are used. O. G
cept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
'jou were not seriously Injured."
uniform. He's od-- of them. Scarlett, Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store,
too much.
did
most
the
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
. . "J .think you
graciously do .you trust hiijjf HeJas.a rifle,"
'Adv.
s
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LOCAL NEWS
CAULIFLOWER
CELERY
CUCUMBERS
CARROTS
BEETS

CHICKENS
SEALSH1PT OYSTERS
HAMS

PREMIUM

Baseball scores received every
ernoon at the Lobby. Adv.

TURNIPS
FANCY PEACHES
1

LETTUCE
ONIONS
CABBAGE
TOMATOES
SWEET POTATOES
SQUASH

FANCY PEARS
FANCY APPLES
BANANAS

FANCY

FANCY GRAPES

WILL

Light automobile lamps at 6:21
o'clock this evening.

,

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

7,

1913.

is here and

R. G. McAllister of. No. 5 Grand
avenue is; seriously ill at his home.

MONTRAVILLE WOOD WILL
PEAR ON LYCEUM COURSE
OCTOBER 18

Try a Jram of Old Taylor Bourbon
Adv.
at the Opera Bar.

Stearns' Store
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Halleti Raynolda. Cashier.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

Capital,

$100,000"

M.

Surplus, and Undivided Profits

$35 000

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking,

Our

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

The body of "Major," the trained
snake tnat died Sunday evening, will
be placed in ffie Lubin headquarters
at the Hotel Romaine this week,
where It will remain. W. C. Dennis
of the La's Vegas Undertaking
finished the embalming of the
body yesterday- evening. The dead
reptile has been embalmed in a lifelike pose, the head being raised as if
it were about to strike. This is the
first snake that, has ever been embalmed in New Mexico.
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and Power Co
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AT THE HOME OF

THE' BEST

OF.

EVERVtlllNQ

EATABLE

Bakery Goods Fresh Every. Day
Broad, CcJces. Pies, Rolfs, Doughnnts,
Cookie
OLE ;A!iCtY GOODS ACE THE liEST IN THE CITY
Give Them a Trial and Ee Convinced

o

lib

successful scientists and inventors of
The regular monthly meeting of
and holds over 100 patents,
the Woman's club of Las Vegas will today
The program that will be
be held' Wednesday, October 15, in the
in Las Vegas is entirely new to
Commercial club rooms.
a lyceum course. It consists of fea
tures that appeal to all classes of
C. C. Roberts has purchased the
people and is extremely interesting.
Buck property on Jackson avenue. He
A wrestling match between a mem
will make various Improvements on
ber of the audience and a gyroscope
the place and later reside there.
weighing 28 pounds will be among
the laughable and interesting parts of
Golden
Finch's
Wedding Rye, igej
in wood. Direct from the distillery the program, while the demonstra
tion of the monorail car doubtless
to you. At the L"bby, of course.
will prove equally interesting.
The
Adv.
violet ray exhibition promises to be
Mr.
and instructive.
At a meeting of the Fraternal Broth- interesting
an
en
Wood
excellent
talker
and
is
erhood last night it was decided that
the order should give a Halloween tertainer and will explain thoroughly
dance on October 27. This affair every part of his program. He will
be assisted by his daughter, Miss Al- promises to be, one of the jolliest of
lene M. Wood, who has been an as
the month.
sistant to her father for several years.
The local management of the lyThe road commission has been unceum
course expect that a large sale
able to secure a traction engine for
a
road work, and anyone owning one of will occur fp? this attraction, as
not
who
number
have
of
pur
people
these mSchines should see the commission at once. It is planned to use chased season tickets will be inter
a traction engine on all the roads ested in this lecture.
with a drag and as soon as one can
O. A. Larrazolo is preparing to rebe obtained work will start.
move his law office from his residence
Word was received in Las Vega on the West side to the building just
this morning of the marriage of Miss west of the residence of William E
Gertrude Hay ward to Mr. Jack Bus Gorfner on' the Plaza.
tick in Lawton, Okla., last month.
Mr. and Mrs. Bustlck are now touring
FIRED FOR
in Panama on their honeymoon trip PROFESSORS
and expect to be at home in Lawton
some time In December. Mr. Buslic';
CHAMPIONING PEOPLE
is a prominent lawyer of Lawton.

Iliilril

CO.

y

Judge David J. Leahy has not yet
announced his decision in the case of
Jose Clements Sandoval against Be
nigno Jaramillo, an action to recover
$10,000
damages. Sandoval claims
that Jaramillo shot him while he was
employed on the latter's sheep ranch
near Antonchico, as the result of a
quarrel. The judge yesterday, after
a bearing, announced a finding that
the shooting was accidental. He has
not yet announced, however, whether
or not it was the result of criminal
carelessness.
According to a letter received by
W. G. Benjamin from W. B. Bunker,
Arthur Jilson, a former resident of
Las Vegas, dropped dead in San Francisco several days ago wuile playing
a game of billiards. Mr. Jilson has
a son. who is employed by the Fuller
Paint company of San Francisco. His
daughter, Mrs. B. S. Sipprelle, also
resides in San Francisco. Mr. Bunker
says he had an enjoyable visit with
JohnK S. Clark while the latter was
on the coast. Mr. Bunker, a former
attorney of Las Vegas, is doing well
In California. He is located at Oakland and is connected with the firm
.'
of Peck, Bunker & Cole.
Holding that the state had not
proved its case, Judge David J. Leahy
this morning dismissed the complaint
against Vincent Trader, who was
charged with keepnig his Annex saloon open on Sunday. Trader admitted having been in the place, but asserted that he did not have the saloon open for business. The judge
stated that unless it could be proved
that a saloon was open for business,
there was no reason for believing that
if the proprietor were in the place on
Sunday he went there for the purpose
of breaking the law. The district attorney's office and the city officers
state that they will not relax their
in regard to Sunday closing
of
The only comment they
made on the judge's decision was that
he had taken the only course possible
under the law. They stated, however,
that a close scrutiny would be kept
on all saloons during any time on
Sundays when the proprietors or any
of their employes are known to be in
the places.

STARTLING.ALLEGATION IS M.Dli
BEFORE

SENATE FINANCE
COMMITTEE

Washington, Oct. 7. The senate's
currency hearings were resumed today with the definite understanding
that they will continue until October
25, if important witnesses appear.
George H. Shibiey, director of the
bureau of political research, before
the senate committee today renewed
Ms charge that the "trustocrats'' had
driven college professors who "espouse the cause of the people" from
their positions.
Senator Weens
demanded t!H.t
Shibiey name professors who had
been thus treated.
"Professor Edward W. Bemis, cf
Chicago University," replied Bhtbley,
"was discharger because he attacks!
he Chicago., gas trust,"
"John R. Commons of Syracuse
was discharged lor voting for William Jennings Bryan. James Aller
Smith of Marietta, O., was driven
from his place. The present president of the United States had a narrow escape because he advocated the
short ballot. But he continued in the
service o"f the people and now has
triumphed."
'

THREE MEN HURT
Silver City,. Oct. 7 Yesterday mornautomobile in
ing a big
Wlliph T. TT Pnrilott Tnnnnp-oirf tTia
Chino store at Santa Rita, Herb Robinson of Santa Rita and Dick Lee of
Leopc!d were passengers, turned1 turtle on the Paschal hill out from Leopold a few miles. The occupants were
painfully killed and all barely escaped being killed, the car turning completely over and sliding some distance
down the hill. Dick Lee was the worst
injured of the three, two of his ribs
being broken, In addition tp severe
cuts and bruises. Bartlett and Robinson escaped with a few cuts and
bruises. They were stopping to turn
the big car around to return to Leopold when it got beyond their control,
skidded on the mountain side and
turned over.

court announced today a
reached yesterday that the
Denver cannot pass an orallowing hotels or restaurkeep open after midnight or
on Sunday, nor can it adopt any law
that will in any way annul any of
the provisions of the slate local option law. The decision was rendered
in the case of Vick. Walker vs. the
Teople of Colorado. It applies to all
the cities operating under special
charters.
supreme
decision
city of
dinance
ants to
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Not to' Lump nor Get Hard
$6.00 to $10.00.
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COATS.
Better fit,
better tailoring, correct styles.
Blue serge
suits just
received.
They will
please you.

Taichert's

In Price.

OH

AN

ELAINE

FELTED

COTTON

MATTRESS

'

The equal of any $15.00 to
$18, mattress on the market

J. C. Johnson
& Son
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Clothing
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Hot

Correct Garments forMen
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DUY AM AUTO DZLtVLfiY WAGON

I

Inmunm Prompt Oallverlea at Minimum Fx tense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers

whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, (eliable in operation cheaper than horse power
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WEATHER
September was what might be called a
montn. According
to O. L. Hargrove, volunteer observer
at the New Mexico Normal University,
last month was half cloudy and half
clear, there being 15 days of each
lf

kind1

of weather.

The mean maximum temperature
for this month" was 72.27 degrees, the

ean minimum temperature was 37.67
The mean temperature was
55.07 degrees.
The maximum
was 85 degrees on September 19 and the minimum temperature
was 31 degrees on the twenty-seventThis record
shows
considerable
change for the report for the month
of August, the minimum temperature
for that month being 45 degrees.
The total precipitation
for the
rhonth of September was 3.09 inches.
The greatest in 24 hours was 1.02 on
the twenty-fifth- .
The snowfall is recorded as 1.02 inches for the month.
This means the amount of moisture in
thesnow, the actual fall being several
inches. The number of days with .01
inch or more piecipitation number

Investigate its merits and obtain full particulprs from

CHARLES ILfELO COMPANY,

agents

degrees.

e

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN

r

eight.
The only killing frost recorded during this month came on September
is marked
13, while a hail storm
down as arriving here on September
30.
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Students
o'clock.

-

swimming class at 4:15

Gross; Kelly

Co

6:

Junior class 4:15 o'clock.
Business men's class 5:15 o'clock.

TBI!
I

"I'SE IN TOWN

!T

r

IILEL'SSI
'7

HONEY"
AUNT JEMIMA'S

F4R. &

MRS, JACK rrGREFVEY

PANCAKE

In Their Clever Vaudeville Skit

and BUCKWHEAT

Moving Pictures, Too

FLOUR

'

DENVER NOT FAVORED
Denver, Colo., Oct. 7 The
state

MARK

OVER-

On the evening of October 18, one
week from Saturday, the second numThere will be no practice tonight
ber of the lyceum course will be givfor the Greater Lag Vegas band, on
en when Montraville Wood, the world
account of other attractions this evennoted scientist, will appear. Mr.
,,
ing.
Wood is one of the most popular and
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THE OVERCOAT
QUESTION

TALK

Also "Old Manse"
I and "Old
Style"
I MA PIE SYRUP

OPERA' MOUSE,
illSHPH TUESDAY
CCT.

BiiL..J
AUSPICES

What is more
delicious

these snappy
mornings
lhan "hot
cakes and
Syrup"!
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